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Abstract
Businesses are increasingly incorporating cloud computing into their current business
models. With this increase, security breach exposure has also increased, causing business
leaders to be concerned with financial hardship, operational disruption, customer
turnover, and customer confidence loss due to personal data exposure. Grounded in the
integrated system theory of information security management, the purpose of this
qualitative multiple case study was to explore successful strategies some information
security leaders in the aerospace and defense contractor industry use to protect cloudbased data from security breaches. The participants were 7 information security leaders
from 7 different aerospace and defense contractor companies located in the United States
mid-Atlantic region. Data from semistructured interviews were analyzed and compared
with 8 publicly available data sources for data triangulation. Emergent themes narrowing
this knowledge gap was extracted through an analysis technique such as coding and then
triangulated. The recurring themes were (a) strong authentication methods, (b)
encryption, and (c) personnel training and awareness. A key recommendation includes
information security leaders implementing preventative security measures while
improving an organization’s ability to protect data lost within the Internet cloud. The
implications for positive social change include the potential to increase consumers
confidence while protecting confidential consumer data and organizational resources,
protecting customers from the costs, lost time, and recovery efforts associated with
identity theft.
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Section 1: Foundation of the Study
As computer technology continues to advance, both government and private
entities have become dependent on computerized information systems that solely carry
out all operations and processes, while maintaining and reporting essential information
(Wilshusen, 2015). Cloud computing has emerged and evolved due to the many
advantages it offers organizations and end users (Saeed & Khan, 2015). The storage of
information in the cloud offers significant benefits, including lower data storage costs,
enhanced data mobility, and sharing (Bayramusta & Nasir, 2016). Both public and
private entities rely on computer systems to transmit proprietary and other sensitive
information, conduct operations, process business transactions, and deliver services
(Wilshusen, 2015). However, risks associated with cloud computing include threats to the
privacy and security of cloud data and a potential for data breaches to occur (Agarkhed &
Ashalatha, 2017). Given the increased use of cloud computing, organizations require an
understanding of strategies that are necessary for protecting cloud-based data from
security breaches.
Background of the Problem
Data breaches affect United States retailers and consumers. The occurrence of
data breaches can prompt concerns within the public about the security of personal
information stored electronically by corporations and other private entities (Dolan, 2015).
Companies should focus on the prevention of data breaches by improving organizational
data security standards, protecting customer personal identifiable information (PII), and
notifying customers when their data has been compromised once information has fallen
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into the wrong hands (Weiss & Miller, 2015). Data security is a serious factor to consider
in a cloud environment.
Cloud computing offers many advantages over traditional central processing unit
(CPU) infrastructures by offering individuals and organizations enhanced data durability,
availability, scalability, and flexibility at a lower cost (Luo et al., 2018). The potential
risks associated with storing information in the cloud has the potential to overshadow all
benefits (Kajiyama et al., 2017). Ineffective protection of data stored in the cloud can
result in the loss or theft of assets and funds. Other effects of cloud data breaches include
(a) inappropriate access to and disclosure, modification, or destruction of sensitive
information such as national security information, PII, and proprietary business
information; and (b) disruption of corporate operations (Wilshusen, 2015). The aim of
this qualitative multiple case study was to explore the strategies that information security
leaders in the aerospace and defense contractor industry use to protect cloud-based data
from security breaches.
Problem Statement
In 2015, the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) was the victim of a
security breach that resulted in the unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information of
21.5 million government employees, including congressional staff (Christensen, 2015).
Security breaches have cost the U.S. economy from $57 to $109 billion annually, with
financial losses from these breaches continuing to increase (The Council of Economic
Advisors, 2018). The general business problem was that theft of organizational
information due to a security breach negatively affects the profitability of some
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companies. The specific business problem was that some information security leaders in
the aerospace and defense contractor industry lack successful strategies to protect cloudbased data from security breaches to improve organizational profitability.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore
successful strategies that some information security leaders in the aerospace and defense
contractor industry used to protect cloud-based data from security breaches to improve
organizational profitability. The population consisted of seven information security
leaders within seven aerospace and defense contractor companies in Washington, D.C.,
who have implemented successful strategies to protect their cloud-based data from
security breaches to improve the profitability of their organizations. The implications for
positive social change may include the potential for information security leaders to learn
of strategies to prevent security breaches of personal data that were stored by commercial
companies, which may benefit members of the public by helping them avoid the
expenses, inconvenience, and disruptions that these breaches may cause.
Nature of the Study
I employed a qualitative methodology for this study. Researchers use the
qualitative method to explore the phenomena under investigation in depth (Khan, 2014).
The qualitative method was appropriate for this study because the goal of the study was
an in-depth exploration of successful strategies that managers used to protect cloud-based
data from security breaches. Researchers use the quantitative method to test theories or
hypotheses about variables relationships or differences (Barnham, 2015). The quantitative
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method was not appropriate because, in this study, I did not test theories or hypotheses.
Researchers use the mixed methods approach to combine both qualitative and
quantitative methods (Steen et al., 2018). The mixed method approach was not
appropriate for this study because, in this study, I utilized the qualitative method to
explore strategies some information security leaders used to protect cloud-based data
from security breaches and therefore did not use the quantitative approach.
The research design for this study was a case study. Case study researchers
conduct in-depth explorations of a single person, a group of people, or an organization
(Yin, 2017). Researchers use a narrative design to study an individual’s life experiences
in chronological order through the participant’s stories (McAlpine, 2016). A narrative
design was not appropriate because I did not focus on individuals’ experiences in my
study of strategies to protect cloud-based data from security breaches. In a
phenomenological model, the researcher seeks to explore the essence of the phenomenon
by exploring personal views of the lived experiences (Alase, 2017). A phenomenological
design is not appropriate because I did not examine the essence of the phenomenon by
exploring personal views of the lived experience. In an ethnographic design, the
researcher focuses on studying cultures (Draper, 2015). The ethnographic design is not
appropriate because I did not study a group’s culture.
Research Question
The research question for this study was: What successful strategies do some
information security leaders in the aerospace and defense contractor industry use to
protect cloud-based data from security breaches to improve organizational profitability?
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Interview Questions
1. What successful strategies do you use to protect cloud-based data from security
breaches?
2. How do you assess the effectiveness of your organization’s strategies for
protecting cloud-based data from security breaches?
3. What strategies were not successful for protecting cloud-based data from
security breaches?
4. What barriers did you encounter to the implementation of successful strategies
for protecting cloud-based data from security breaches?
5. How did you overcome these barriers to the implementation of successful
strategies for protecting cloud-based data from security breaches?
6. What additional information would you like to add regarding securing cloudbased data that you have not discussed?
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for this study was the integrated system theory (IST)
of information security management. Hong et al. (2003) introduced the IST to help
identify unknown gaps and the lack of pertinent information related to information
management theories. Hong et al. (2003) applied the IST to help establish controlled
systems and security policy. The key constructs or propositions underlying the IST are
security policy, internal controls, and contingency management (Hong et al., 2003).
Within the workplace, for example, managers use a security policy to protect an
organization by setting expectations, establishing appropriate rules for user behavior, and
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establishing a baseline of employees’ responsibilities (Hong et al., 2003). Company
managers use internal controls to help prevent, detect, or reduce fraud and theft within
their organizations (Hong et al., 2003). Managers use contingency management to
identify vulnerabilities or threats and implement countermeasures to prevent an incident
or limit the effects should an incident occur (Hong et al., 2003). Therefore, IST could be
a relevant lens to understand the effective strategies that some information security
leaders use to protect cloud-based data from security breaches.
Operational Definitions
Cloud computing: Cloud computing is a form of technology in which users store
and access data on on-demand servers over the Internet (Masrom & Rahimli, 2015).
Cloud data storage: Cloud data storage refers to a technology in which
organizations use the Internet and central remote servers to maintain data and allow the
sharing of applications (Goyal, 2014).
Data breach: Data breach, commonly known as a security breach, is unauthorized
access to sensitive, secured or personal data (e.g. name, social security number (SSN),
email address, passwords, debit/credit card information, financial account information,
medical records, driver’s license numbers, etc.) resulting in privacy being compromised
without personal knowledge (Holtfreter & Harrington, 2015).
Hybrid cloud: A hybrid cloud is a cloud solution in which companies maintain
control of an internal managed private cloud while relying on the public cloud on an as
needed basis (Singh & Singh, 2017).
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Identity theft: Identity theft occurs when an unauthorized party uses another
person’s personal information to commit fraud (Holtfreter & Harrington, 2015).
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): IaaS provides resources that are managed and
can easily be scaled up as services to a variety of users (Ouahman, 2014).
Platform as a Service (PaaS): Platform as a Service is an infrastructure used by
companies to develop, execute and deploy their applications or software in a public or
private cloud environment. Examples of PaaS include Google App Engine, Windows
Azure, Engine Yard and Force.com (Garg & Goel, 2017).
Private cloud: Private cloud is a computing service offered through a private
network to select individuals while providing flexibility, scalability, provisioning,
automation, and monitoring (Singh & Singh, 2017).
Public cloud: In a public cloud, the service provider makes resources such as
applications (also known as Software-as-a-service) and storage, available to the general
public (Singh & Singh, 2017).
Software as a Service (SaaS): Software as a Service (SaaS) is an infrastructure
that provides a subscription versus an application that an organization must buy,
maintain, and upgrade itself. Examples of SaaS include social media sites, office
software, and online games (Garg & Goel, 2017).
Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations
In the following section, I summarize the assumptions, limitations, and
delimitations of this qualitative study. A researcher reveals assumptions during a study
that others can perceive as truths or beliefs (Dean, 2014). Limitations are inherent
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weaknesses throughout the study (Breaux et al., 2014). The researcher imposes
delimitations, which involve the design of the study (Dean, 2014).
Assumptions
Assumptions are factors the researcher assumed to be true that may influence
conduct of a study (Marshall & Rossman, 2016). First, the researcher assumed all
participants possessed the necessary knowledge to respond to the interview questions.
Rutberg and Bouikidis (2018) suggested that qualitative researchers consider the
participants in qualitative research as experts or have had exposure in the appropriate area
of the study. Second, the researcher assumed each participant provided truthful responses
and, as a result, the data received reflected the complications that can arise when data
breaches occur in a cloud environment. Third, the researcher assumed the chosen
research method was the appropriate choice for this study and was effective in providing
the information needed to answer the research question.
Limitations
Limitations in a study are potential weaknesses that are out of the researcher’s
control and can have an effect on the validity of the study (Leedy & Ormrod, 2015). One
limitation may have been unknown factors where the participants work that could have
biased their responses. Second, I limited my study to seven companies in the aerospace
and defense contractor industry in the Washington, D.C., area, so my study findings may
not be applicable to other sectors. The third limitation was that the participants might not
have had the appropriate knowledge to make informed responses. Last, I obtained data
for this study from information security leaders in a limited geographic area in a
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particular industry. Accordingly, findings from this study may not represent the views
and experiences of information security leaders in other geographic locations.
Delimitations
Delimitations are those factors within the researcher’s control that can limit the
scope and create boundaries for the study (Rosenberg & Koehler, 2015). The first
delimitation was my focus on private industry and not on the government or education
sectors. Second, I included only information security leaders from seven aerospace and
defense contractor companies in the study. Finally, I focused the study on contractor
companies in Washington, D.C.
Significance of the Study
The significance of the study includes the potential for managers to learn
successful strategies they can use to help reduce the breach of data within the cloud.
Findings from this study could be of value to information security leaders who may learn
of strategies to reduce unwanted security breaches, thereby contributing to the financial
performance of their organizations. Information security leaders may also gain
knowledge about how to implement more secure networks necessary for safeguarding
customer and consumer data.
Contribution to Business Practice
Information security leaders may use findings from this study to review and
identify successful strategies they can use to help reduce the breach of data within the
cloud. Data security breaches and identity theft are becoming a primary concern in
today’s world (Sen & Borle, 2015). In 2014, a survey of 500 senior-level information
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technology (IT) and security decision makers showed that 53% of employees expressed a
concern about security issues within the cloud (Ksherti, 2014). As organizations continue
with IT integrations, there is an increase in risk that could cause harm or disrupt services
(Department of Homeland Security, 2015). Business leaders might use findings and
conclusions from this study to improve their business practices by identifying problems
with security in the cloud and enhancing the knowledge of their managers regarding
security-related issues to improve the protection of systems from data breaches.
Implications for Social Change
Recognition of current procedures information technology managers use to
mitigate cloud-based data security breaches may assist information security leaders in
controlling the effects of breaches on business performance and consumer costs. Data
privacy requirements and the need to meet client data privacy expectations with regard to
PII require organizations to achieve an appropriate level of control and security of cloudbased data at all stages, from collection, to processing, to destruction (Charlesworth &
Pearson, 2013). Because data breaches arising from theft, unauthorized
access/disclosures, or hacking incidents continue to increase every year (Wikina, 2014),
information security leaders might use findings from this study to design and implement
security strategies useful for strengthening the security and resilience of cloud-based data
and to protect consumers from the costs, lost time, and recovery efforts associated with
identity theft.
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A Review of the Professional and Academic Literature
Scholars use literature reviews as a distinctive form of research that creates new
awareness about the topic being studied (Torraco, 2016). The design of a literature
review involves reviewing, analyzing, and synthesizing literature on a topic in an
integrated way such that new frameworks and perspectives on the topic are generated
(Torraco, 2016). A researcher can conduct a literature review for different purposes and
various audiences. Cooper (1988) categorized the elements of the literature review into
the following: focus, goals, perspective, coverage, organization, and audience. In
contrast, some scholars assume most literature reviews focus on the research findings of
the literature reviewed, research methods, or theories used in the literature (Torraco,
2016). Therefore, a literature review includes substantive findings.
In this literature review, I provide an in-depth analysis of some theories that prior
scholars used when conducting research on data breaches. Additionally, the literature
review includes information on 15 themes. The themes include (a) history of the cloud;
(b) IST; (c) opportunities and challenges for cloud computing; (d) privacy and security;
(e) data privacy; (f) latency, reliability, and performance predictability; (g) inoperability
and portability; (h) data breach in fiber optic networks; (i) storage of data over internet
protocol (IP) networks; (j) attacks in the cloud environment; (k) effective strategies to
control security breach in the cloud; (l) security policy; (m) risk management; (n) internal
control; and (o) contingency management. The researcher chose the themes to highlight
the effects pertaining to risks and the possible effects of data breaches on both individuals
and organizations, and security incidents significant to IT professionals.
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I provide information regarding some recently published empirical research
studies on data breaches. I utilized peer-reviewed articles within the databases found in
the Walden Library and searched for relevant articles using the following terms: cloud
computing, cloud services, cloud software, risk, breach, security, and privacy. I also
worked with Walden University librarians by scheduling a time to go over any relevant
key terms and potential sources to help develop this literature review. Moreover, I used
the Google Scholar search engine to locate articles relevant to this literature review.
Majority of databases and electronic means available to the public will be limited
to only articles published in 2015 and beyond. Last, to identify articles for this literature
review, I selected relevant articles and empirical studies geared towards information
privacy and security, reliability, inoperability, risk management, and challenges in the
cloud. I included 69 sources in the literature review. Of these sources, 59 (86%) were
peer-reviewed and verified through Ulrich (which is offered by Walden University).
Additionally, of the 69 sources, 28 (41%) of the sources are within 5 years of my
expected chief academic officer (CAO) approval date.
History of the Cloud Environment
The history of cloud computing dates back to the 1960s. Cloud computing has
become an emerging technology with dynamic scalability and the use of virtualized
resources as a service expanding the Internet, which continues to enable business to
surpass their competitors in performance (Catteddu & Hogben, 2009; Ercan, 2010;
Goscinski & Brock, 2010; Wu, 2011; Thomas, 2011; Kasemsap, 2015). Cloud computing
has become a trend within the past decade. At a more personal level, customers consider
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that accessing the cloud is an easy and affordable action within their day-to-day social
life and business operation (Kouatli, 2014). For example, users can use the cloud to
download music files from a mobile device and synchronize with a home computer or
vice versa (Kouatli, 2014). This gives users flexibility and convenience to access their
electronic information from wherever they might be located.
Cloud computing was first introduced to allow people in different time zones to
benefit from the available resources it provides. Sultan (2013) argued that cloud
computing delivers a range of IT services remotely through a networked IT environment.
Additionally, the cloud continues to manifest and can be classified as external/public
cloud, internal/private clouds, and hybrid. External/public clouds are accessible on the
internet through web services from an off-site third-party provider on a self-service basis;
internal/private clouds handle data and processes that are typically managed within an
enterprise without limiting network capacity or security exposures; and hybrid clouds
consist of both internal and external cloud computing solutions (Wei-Wen et al., 2013).
The cloud offers scalable on-demand services to consumers with greater flexibility, lesser
infrastructure investment, and accessibility (Modi et al., 2013). The cloud provides
convenience for all personnel and employees.
The cloud became a centralized stationary system based on current IT
convenience such as an increase of capacity or added capabilities on the fly without
investing in new infrastructure, training new personnel, or licensing new software
(Kumar et al., 2012). In contrast, cloud computing offers many benefits to the IT industry
by offering unlimited storage and computing capacity (Habiba et al., 2014). Despite the
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attractive features, the rate of migration to the cloud has been slow mainly due to the
inherent security challenges associated with the technology (Habiba et al., 2014). Cloud
computing continues to go through many changes as IT continues to evolve leaving more
room for vulnerability. As a result, cloud computing emerged from a period in which
underlying computing resources were both limited and costly to a period in which the
same services were affordable and abundant (Kushida et al., 2015).
Cloud computing services are divided into three categories: Infrastructure as a
service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS; Joan,
2014). The delineation by architectural layers illustrates how cloud computing is separate
from an outsourcing center. A service that does not differentiate between the architecture
layers cannot be considered cloud (Kushida et al., 2015). IaaS can provide access to
computing resources in a virtualized environment across the Internet. PaaS offers a
framework and environment in which developers can create internet-based applications
and services over the Internet that are hosted in the cloud and accessible through a web
browser. SaaS is any cloud service that gives consumers access to software applications
over the Internet, and both individuals and organizations can use it for a wide range of
tasks (Joan, 2014). As a result, the cloud offers flexibility by allowing individuals the
capability of document control and working from any location just from moving to the
cloud.
Integrated System Theory of Information Security Management
In the contemporary world, cloud computing is a powerful technology that
eliminates the need to maintain expensive computing hardware, space, and software
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(Hashem et al., 2014). With all the advantages that come with the cloud, issues associated
with cloud use become a greater risk to an organization. Measures of intervention are
lacking because security issues of cloud data constantly are subject to threats both from
within and without. In an attempt to protect confidential and sensitive information, IT
security managers are referring to past studies or strategies regarding how to make
commercial clouds secure (Ismail et al., 2015).
This study reviews the past strategies in relation to effective intervention methods.
Intervention methods are useful in helping IT managers or system administrators to
manage cloud security to overcome challenges in their organizations (Ismail et al., 2015).
The current research focused on reviewing the literature on IST in addition to cloud
security components and associated challenges as well as security strategies to address
the threat concerns (Tabrizchi & Kuchaki, 2020). In achieving this, the configuration of
literature review content is developed where the IST is built upon components as well as
relevant studies, and then customizing it in forming the study’s conceptual model that
integrates the theory itself with cloud security breach concerns and effective strategies to
control or eradicate them.
IST is based on the principles of contingency management and is an integration of
information security policy, internal control, information auditing theories, and risk
management to establish an information security architecture (Hong et al., 2003), which
is in conformity with the objectives of an organization as shown in Figure 1. IST can be
associated to three key aspects: (a) information security, which is a function of risk
management, information security policy, information auditing, and contingency
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management; (b) internal control, which consists of the control of physical security,
control of personal security, access control, network and systems security control,
maintenance control, business continuity management, and system development; (c) and
contingency management, which encompasses both internal and external environments of
an organization, information techniques, and information management (Sindhuja &
Kunnathur, 2015; Yang et al., 2016).
A suitable theory includes a scope, explanation accuracy, prediction precision,
and parsimony (Ismail et al., 2015). A theory is capable of making accurate predictions
and has the ability of explaining concepts with the use of a few variables (Yang et al.,
2016). IST is practical, useful, and comprehensive to this study.

Figure 1. A diagrammatic illustration of Integrated System Theory. Adapted from “An
Integrated System Theory of Information Security Management,” by K. S. Hong, Y. P.
Chi, L. R. Chao, and J. H. Tang, 2003, Information Management & Computer
Security,11, p. 247. Copyright 2003 by Emerald Publishing Limited.
The integrated system theory of information security management (ISTISM)
framework, which is a modification of IST, is relevant to this study as a broad framework
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that is suitable for examining decisions, actions and behaviors related to information
security within an organization (Hong et al., 2003). The adoption of the model is timely
because researchers have focused on identifying the security breaches in the cloud and
providing effective management strategies for the security threats. Scholars continue to
use IST as their foundation within their theoretical framework in security research
studies.
Dzazali et al. (2009), Ismail et al. (2014a), Ismail et al. (2015), Järveläinen
(2012), and Sindhuja & Kunnathur (2015) all utilized IST within their research involving
security. Dzazali et al. (2009) used both IST and social-technical system theory as a
framework while taking an exploratory approach in examining the factors involved in the
information security management systems of Malaysian public service (MPS)
organizations. Based on previous constraints and current challenges faced by most
organizations, researchers were motivated to address another issue associated with
information security management by figuring out what would be the most cost-effective
approach in order to protect information assets and ensure business continuity (Dzazali et
al., 2009). Within Dzazali et al. (2009) research, they observed that an effective
information security management system should focus on technology, people, processes
and business goals.
Dzazali et al. (2009) demonstrated that individuals from the middle and top-level
management group personal perception could have a positive influence on
implementation of security practices within an organization. Both middle and top-level
individuals in the management group are directly or indirectly accountable for either
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safeguarding or protecting their organizations system assets. As a result, Dzazali and
Zolait (2012) conclusions were consistent with the key conceptions of IST where risk
management and an organization’s environment are a function of information security. In
addition, their conclusions disclosed that risk management is a key component of an
organization’s security framework. Dzazali et.al (2009) findings are similar to those of
Ismail et al. (2014a); additional layers to safeguarding information should be required.
However, organizational leaders fail to implement appropriately.
According to Ismail et al. (2015), the addition of more layers to the existing
theory or model can make it more difficult for unauthorized agents to hack the system as
professionals put extra measures in place. The added assurance layer has the ability of
immediately notifying the system administrator concerning the problem, hence,
prevention of an intrusion (Ismail et al., 2014a). Adding an assurance layer is done with
the determination of a strategy, which is capable of boosting the cloud security of an
organization, and the researcher is hopeful that the model or framework would play a key
role in helping IS security managers to put in place effective security strategies in
addressing data breaches in the clouds.
The determination of organizational security requirements necessitates evaluation
of the informational sharing approach internally, and a level of informational
confidentiality is necessary. To ensure that the security requirements were taken into
consideration, the researchers focused on the measurement of organizational security
goals based on IST’s four main components (security policy, risk management, internal
control, and contingency management). Using these four components, the researcher of
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the study investigates their implementation in 101 organizations that use Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA). A characteristic of a SCADA layout consists of
SCADA servers, workstations, programmable logic controllers, remote terminal unit, port
servers, and communication links that connect SCADA networks to the corporate localarea network (LAN; Hentea, 2008).
SCADA is susceptible to interruptions either in the form of system failure or
intentional attacks and are sources of problems for a company. As such, Ismail et al.
(2015) sought to measure the goals of information security of organizations using
SCADA systems and the extent to which such companies are aware of information
security mechanisms implementation. The growing need for SCADA systems to connect
the corporate networks equally leads to the creation of risks and the introduction of
vulnerabilities (Ismail et al., 2014a). Confidential and private information such as maps,
networks, names, and network system configurations are a broad assessment by the
public via the Internet. By getting such information, an unauthorized agent is able to
access as well as manipulate SCADA networks.
SCADA systems are also susceptible to vulnerabilities. An array of deliberate
attacks often targets SCADA systems with the aim of obtaining confidential information
and/or have the ability to maneuver through private networks and intentionally curtail the
delivery of service (Ismail et al., 2015). The attacks have a high likelihood of resulting in
economic, financial, and human loss (Kovaliuk et al., 2018). In using IST, the survey
given by Ismail et al. (2014a) revealed that there was a positive relationship between
securing SCADA systems and measurement of risk management, security policies,
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contingency management, and internal controls. Subsequently, from the analysis it is
evident that the security policies’ availability positively affects the information security
goals of organizations (Shahzad et al., 2016). From the survey, majority of individuals
were aware of the issue and did implementation of security policies (Shahzad et al.,
2016).
The majority of organizations were still utilizing default platform alignments,
which led to complexity. Companies were susceptible to future attacks and, therefore,
efforts with the aim of increasing available technology and system specific knowledge for
the experts in managing SCADA systems were necessary (Kovaliuk et al., 2018).
Irrespective of this, some organizations were of the opinion that vital platform
configurations should be stored, and backups done accordingly for the purposes of
business continuity (Ismail et al., 2014b). Additionally, virtually all the organizations
realized the significance of implementing internal security assessment mechanisms and
appointing an individual with the expertise to carry out steady security assessments
(Bhatia & Malhotra, 2018). Last, a majority of the leaders within the organization trusted
that they had sufficient operations continuity and documentation for disaster recovery. In
summary, the study by Ismail et al. (2015) analyzes the role of IST in eradicating security
breaches of data based on risk management, security policies, contingency management,
and internal controls.
Sindhuja (2014) used IST when exploring information security initiatives and
supply chain performance and operations that were determined to have an influence on
supply chain operations and performance. The researchers highlighted that information
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security practices are essential in the prevention, detection, and response to security
incidents (Hustad et al., 2020). Some organization leaders have a misguided belief that
they should consider information security after a disaster takes place (Sindhuja, 2014).
The key to organizational success includes understanding and tracking of data generation
and processing of data for deriving useful information to operate a condusive supply
chain (Biswas & Sen, 2016). Additionally, by implementing common organizational
practices such as training programs, policies, procedures, and well-established
communication processes, organizational leaders can solve both technological and
cultural challenges found within some organization (Sindhuja & Kunnathur, 2015) which
remains consisted with Ismail et al.
Ismail et al. (2014a) employed the use of IST in monitoring the critical
infrastructure level of the security system. Critical infrastructure systems are vulnerable
to disruption, and these disruptions pose a challenge to society as crucial resources such
as water, transport, and gas, among other important utilities. The researchers examined
critical infrastructure services and the systems that monitored and controlled such critical
services (Ismail et al., 2014a). Additionally, the researcher geared the study toward
measuring the aspects of information security of those systems using IST with critical
examination of the critical components such as policies concerning cyber security, risk
assessment and management, process and technical controls, information auditing, and
internal control management (lfinedo, 2012).
In achieving the aim of the study, the researchers used preliminary interviews in
an attempt to seek the opinions of experts from various countries on significant themes
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related to IST such as assessments and compliance, awareness, controls, and measures.
Consequently, the researchers conducted a pilot study that presented results taken by
experts from various countries as well as experts working in different sectors, especially
on information security involving critical infrastructure in their respective countries.
Based on this, Ismail et al. (2014b) was able to examine the components of prevailing
policies and implemented controls by various organizations worldwide. As a result, it was
evident that measuring and estimating controls implemented and security awareness at
the organizational level were possible through the application of IST.
Ismail et al. (2014b) was able to apply the principles of IST successfully in
developing a framework to address security concerns of SCADA. SCADA systems in
governing the infrastructure of organizational security data security must have the
capability of assuming the following five roles: assuring systems security, reliability
emphasis, protection capability, sustainability, and validation of cost-effectiveness
(Ismail et al., 2014a). Consequently, if the ascertainment of the following assurances is
not possible, then SCADA systems attack categorization is three-fold, namely: attacks on
central controller, communication networks, and filed units (Kovaliuk et al., 2018). Such
attacks can either be malicious settings, physical, malicious alterations, service denial,
sniffing, proofing, or malicious alarms (Abdul-Ghani et al., 2018).
SCADA security systems are of held in a high esteem so that confidential data or
organizations can be secure from access by unauthorized agents with detrimental
intentions. Subsequently, compartmentalization of security policies is necessary to avoid
overlaps, and every policy is efficient and effective in areas of communication, data,
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personnel, platform and physical security, application and configuration management,
audit, and manual operations (Ismail et al., 2014b). For instance, in the case of generating
electric power, organizations take into consideration four components, which includes
system and device monitoring, extraction and analysis of obtainable data from the
devices and instruments, assessment of the potential attack and vulnerability of the
systems, and risk mitigation based on last intrusion attempts (Abdul-Ghani et al., 2018).
Therefore, the responsibility of developing a SCADA security model to guarantee
protection against vulnerability and potential attack by malicious intruders is crucial
(Ismail et al., 2014b).
A component of the framework consisted of vulnerability assessment, which
identifies security weakness and vulnerability of the system (Ismail et al., 2015). In doing
this, organizations security practitioners can determine the security weaknesses of any
embedded devices from primary to the advanced level in an attempt to ensure a secured
system (Upadhyay et al., 2020). SCADA network vulnerabilities can be grouped by the
loss of availability, integrity, and confidentiality, and lack of authentication (Gosh &
Sampalli, 2019). In order to maintain within a competitive market, it is critical for
organizations to modernize their SCADA network to reduce costs and increase efficiency
(Igure et al., 2006). A company conducted a risk assessment for the identification,
quantification, and prioritization of risks in the lenses of risk acceptance and
organizational relevant objectives in firms using SCADA systems. The risk assessment
results determined the corrective and appropriate actions security personnel need to take
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in managing information security risks by identifying the best security control (Ismail et
al., 2014b).
In the risk assessment, the key areas of interest included communication and
consultation of SCADA systems, establishment of framework and context, identification
of associated risks, analysis and treatment of risks, and monitoring and reviewing of
SCADA systems (Ismail et al., 2014b). Eight levels of knowing the identity of the cyberattacker were designed included advanced information and computer technology (ICT)
skills, political motivation, required tools and techniques, assessment of advanced new
ICT, advanced SCADA systems knowledge, capability of using internal knowledge and
resources, reconnaissance ability, and sufficiency in financial ability to be able to attack
SCADA networks or systems (Begs & Warren, 2008). Last, SCADA security controls
that included organizational information policy, security policy, environmental and
physical security, personnel security, access control, operations and communications
management, acquisition of information systems, maintenance and development,
SCADA compliance, and the management of SCADA business continuity, were adopted
(Ismail et al., 2014b).
Principally, scientist categorized the security controls into three groups:
operational, management, and technical controls. All of these have their origin in IST.
Yang et al. (2016) adopted the same approach of using IST in developing other
frameworks for the purposes of information security management. Accordingly,
information security management is essential about drawing the plan for achieving
information security necessitating the incorporation of various practical standards and
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theoretical methodologies into the domain. According to Ismail et al. (2015), though
there are many methodologies and standards, majority of them prove to be cumbersome
in their adoption by organizations in addition to lack of uniformity to handle
systematically the information security management tedious tasks.
In addressing this gap, an integrated system for information security management
(ISISM) illustrates the aim of employing the usage of existing methodologies and
standards in solving the challenges inherent in them (Yang et al., 2016). The ISISM was
targeted to address security issues within the business risk and impact analysis, whereby
the security engineering adopted would enable the system to support users in producing
risk assessment documentations with relevant polices on information security. Finally,
Järveläinen (2012) used IST and theory of business continuity in designing a framework
in relation to information systems security by underlining the significance of security
components integration within a firm in ensuring that business continuity and information
security are effective in the context of inter-organizational IT relationships. Järveläinen
(2012) explored the organizational practices that information security and technology
leaders used when executing technology solutions for the procurement of products and
services. Furthermore, he found that large companies tend to outsource which slows
down IT services and has an effect on business continuity (Järveläinen, 2012).
IST application has been useful in other studies. Such studies use the theory in the
assessment of information security implementation as well as overall integration of
components with the aim of addressing entire organizational security issues (Yang et al.,
2016). IST examines management strategies’ effectiveness in areas lacking information
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security management. For instance, IST was used in Malaysian public service
organizations’ information security architecture in evaluating the maturity level of
information security with the aim of providing clear thoughtful information security
analysis. Using a sample size of 970 respondents (individual) via self-administered
surveys, based on information security landscape, incidents’ occurrence, technical
safeguard types, and sources of attack, the findings revealed that the high-leveled security
incidents by Malaysian public service organizations included spamming (42%) and
malicious codes attack (41%). Moreover, 25% of the incidences were from within the
organizations, 15% from external sources, and 11% from a combination of internal and
external environments, while the remaining 49% were unknown to the study participants
(Dzazali et al., 2009).
The most used safeguards in addressing information insecurity were firewalls
(95%), anti-virus (92%), and information systems access control (89%). Last, the
maturity level indicated that 61% of the study participants were at Level 3 followed by
Level 2 (21%), who believed that processes of information security were still regarded to
be in the ICT domain (Dzazali et al., 2009). Last, Hong et al. (2006) examined the
improvement of Taiwan’s information security because of using IST. From the example
provided above, IST is the best model of framework for security awareness based on key
indicators of measurement both in the public, aerospace and defense contractor
organizations.
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Opportunities and Challenges for Cloud Computing
Various organization will not commit to using cloud storage because of the
security, privacy, and trust issues with subscribers and consumers (Jawad, 2018). The
reason for such is attributable to certain loopholes in the cloud’s architecture that make it
susceptible to various privacy and security threats. There are a number of issues that
either present cloud computing as an opportunity to be exploited by organizations in data
storage or a challenge to an organization (Ismail et al., 2015).
Privacy and security. The underlying factor, which defines the success of any
infrastructure, is the security level it provides to the customer (Ouedraogo et al., 2015).
The majority of IT firms believe that the lack of information privacy and security
readiness is one of the major reasons for the hesitation of organizations to migrate to the
cloud (Bhatia & Malhotra, 2018). Cloud service providers believe organizations should
sufficiently protect their servers and the data stored in them from any sort of invasion and
theft (Bhadauria et al., 2012). Organizations or individuals can assess the status of
personal computer and/or hard drives in a straightforward manner. However, cloud
servers can exist anywhere in the world, and any form of Internet disruption can easily
deny access to stored data in the cloud (Allen et al., 2014). The providers of cloud service
argue that their servers and the stored data are sufficiently secure from any form of theft
and invasion. Additionally, such organizations insist that data storage in their servers is
intrinsically more secure than the stored information residing in various personal
computers as well as laptops.
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Privacy and security shapes sections of the cloud architecture. In many cases,
there are instances of insecurity and slow systems due to such activities (Allen et al.,
2014). In 2013, half of security breaches occurred exposing the fundamental limitations
of main cloud service providers’ (SP) security model. Within the environment of cloud
computing, privacy refers to an entity having control over what information is stored or
revealed in the cloud and the entity has the ability to control who can access certain
information (Bhadauria & Sanyal, 2012). As such, information on privacy and the
various challenges to privacy require leaders to put particular steps into place to assure
cloud privacy.
There are various daunting security concerns in comparison to private cloud
because a public computing cloud encompasses a plethora of virtual machines,
supporting middleware, and machine monitors among others. Consequently, cloud
security is dependent on these objects’ behaviors and the interactions happening between
them. In addition, the public cloud enables the sharing by multi-tenants, and the number
of users is directly proportional to the diversity and intensity of security concerns
(Bhadauria et al., 2014). In a multi-tenant environment, providers must account for issues
such as access policies, application deployment, and data protection (Tianfield, 2012).
Therefore, by avoiding unauthorized access putting measures and mechanisms in place,
organizations can achieve greater confidence in data integrity and protection (Sun et al.,
2014).
There is a preference in favor of private clouds because public clouds are part of
multifarious security concerns, which is a threat to the stored data. Because cloud
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computing assumes a major proportion of data storage, a mashup center can integrate
multi-cloud servers and deliver a new service (Yang et al., 2013). By definition, a
mashup is an application with the capability of combining functionality or data from
various web sources and creating new services (Bhadauria et al., 2014). The usage of
such applications, as technology evolves, targets the intensity and diversity of security
challenges. Premised on mashup solution, the development of multiple security
architectures involving a secure constituent model, which is capable of addressing
security framework based on entropy for cloud-configured services suffices.
Data privacy. Big data is a new phenomenon where large volumes of data is
generated by end hosts even though the data brings additional security challenges in
terms of privacy and security associated with cloud computing (Lu, 2014; Dincer &
Zeydan, 2017). When migrated into the cloud, data becomes transparent and stored by
service participants; however, once stored, the user loses control of personal data, which
may easily lead to a disclosure of private data (Ke et al., 2017). Camron and Marcum
(2019) believed all important information that is shared and stored becomes vulnerable to
cyberattacks, system infiltration and shutdowns, and hacker demands. Therefore, IT
needs to be mindful about protecting user’s personal information to ensure privacy and
security.
Due to recent technological advances, the quantity of data produced by the
Internet, social networking sites, sensor networks, healthcare applications, and other
companies continue to increase every day (Jain et al., 2016). Generating large amounts of
data on a daily basis causes a higher risk of compromise. If leaders cannot ensure privacy
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of dat within the cloud systems, users will refuse to utilize these beneficial systems (Sajid
& Abbas, 2016). The primary factors in gaining a user’s trust and making the cloud
successful is the privacy and security of data (Sun et al., 2014).
In the cloud computing environment, data privacy becomes particularly serious
because data is spread around different machines and storage devices such as servers,
PCs, and various mobile devices (Sun et al., 2014). Information security policies shall
play a role within an organizations practice. Policies should be in place to ensure user
confidentiality. The compromising of data can be exceptionally destructive as users’
personal information can be disclosed (Jain et al., 2016).
Data privacy contributes to the achievement of cloud computing; however, it
could also be the most challenging issue (Chidambaram et al., 2016). Majority of the
time, users immediately move their information over into the cloud without thinking
about security. The cloud tends to become an issue to users when a breach of information
becomes present. Today, more and more people worry about personal data breaches and
businesses often acknowledge the importance of transferring confidential data in the
cloud without understanding the correct security controls put in place (Ngnie et al.,
2017). Due to the multi-tenant nature of cloud computing, organizations must put
controls in place to compensate for the additional security risks inherent to the
commingling of data (Singh & Singh, 2017). All these can become factors that help
network administrators manage the data in the cloud more effectively. Users’ data stored
in the cloud are sensitive and private; and organizations could apply access control
mechanisms to ensure only authorized users can have access to their data (Ouahman,
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2014). Therefore, it is important to make sure authorized users only have the proper
control of sensitive data.
Latency, Reliability, and Performance Predictability
Latency has been a matter of significant concern in cloud computing, in which
data flows through different clouds. The primary drawback of cloud computing is the
latency induced into the intercommunication between an Internet of things (IoT) device
and the cloud (Moysiadis et al., 2018). Additional factors that contribute to latency are
data encryption and decryption, which are helpful when data circulates around unreliable
public networks with characteristics such as congestion, windowing and packet loss
(Bhadauria et al., 2014). Congestion contributes to latency when the flow of traffic via
the network is high and, thus, may generate many requests necessitating execution.
Consequently, windowing, as a message conveyance technique, adds to the prevailing
latency because the receiver has to send back the message to the sender. Indeed, the
latency plays a key in determining the performance of a cloud. Occasionally, the cloud
system is devoid of capacity by either permitting access to virtual machines or achieving
the thresholds of upper throughput on the Internet links due to the high demand
emanating from clients (Eloff & Solms, 2000). This, in truth, affects the network
performance of the cloud.
Interoperability and Portability
Interoperability within the cloud refers to the ease of migration and integration of
applications or data among different cloud providers (Kaur et al., 2017). Organizations
that experience security breaches may opt to change the cloud service provider and seek
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the services of another one; however, there are cases where this is a project in futility as
impossibilities make it difficult to move data and applications from the existing one
(Bhadauria et al., 2014). In this instance, companies refers to this phenomenon as Lockin. Lock-in refers to the difficulty in joining data and applications from one cloud
platform to another (Silva et al., 2013). More often, this phenomenon associates with
risks, which have a high likelihood of breaking the whole system, and importantly, lockin is dependent on the type of cloud in use. For instance, SaaS application may be
challenging when the format of the migrated data is not congruent to the destination
specification (Eloff & Solms, 2014). Organizations should apply SaaS when applicable
Additional steps are necessary like data back up and execution of regular data
extraction in conformity to SaaS usable format. Generally, PaaS lock-in normally occurs
in instances whereby the language of use while developing the application is not in
conformity to the platform of migration (Eloff & Solms, 2014). To remedy the situation,
elimination of PaaS lock-in is possible by carrying out the following procedures: first,
understanding cloud offering, which supports a standard syntax and open architecture;
second, understanding the components of the application as well as modules particular to
the providers of PaaS and performing primary services like logging and monitoring; and
last, understanding the control functions, which are specific to the public cloud providers
and their colleagues in an open forum (Bhadauria & Sanyal, 2012). PaaS data security
should be securitized as information becomes stored.
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Data Breach in Fiber Optic Networks
Security risks for information in transit are a matter of serious concern. The
transitioning of data is rampant in today’s ICT environment, including multiple data
centers as well as deployment models of private and public clouds (Panah et al., 2014;
Bhadauria et al., 2012). The transitioning of data from one center to another raises
concerns in relation to breaching within the cloud. In most cases, data transfer is done
through fiber-optic cables, which are no longer safe from attacks (Bhadauria et al., 2014).
There are special devices that have the capability of tapping data while in the flowing
process with minimal disturbances if any. While fiber-optic cables run through the
underground, it becomes very difficult to change any anomaly, hence, a need to assure
maximum data security to such tensioning networks.
Optical networks can become vulnerable to different types of security breaches or
attacks, which may disrupt service or allow unauthorized access of data . Within the fiber
optic network, a breach can induce financial losses against clients and cause service
disruptions (Furdek et al., 2014). Vulnerability to breaches can also include jamming,
physical infrastructure attacks, interception, and eavesdropping (Fok et al., 2011).
Although it can be impossible to protect networks from breaches, organizations should
consider placing robust encryptions in place to protect data.
Storage of Data over Internet Protocol Networks
Data storage online is becoming the norm and will require data security
mechanisms, which can prevent leakage and loss of user information (Rejin & Paul,
2019). Virtually all enterprises will be maintaining big data chunks without establishing
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the requisite architecture. There are quite a number of benefits to online data storage;
however, threats to security that can cause data unavailability or data leakage exist (Eloff
& Solms, 2014). These instances manifest on a frequent basis when dealing with dynamic
data, which has a tendency of flowing in the cloud as compared to static data. Depending
on various operational levels and provision of storage, the networked devices in close
proximity with the dynamic data fall into network-attached storage (NAS) and storage
area network (SAN), which are operational in different servers (Bhadauria & Sanyal,
2012). Thus, they are prone to multiple security threats. Besides cloud computing, mobile
cloud computing can have more challenges.
With the evolution of the Internet, data accessibility by nonauthorized agents with
malicious intentions becomes one of the challenges for network accessibility. Because the
invention of non-continuous and non-consistent wireless network, data latency is more
robust (Bhadauria & Sanyal, 2012). Consequently, such inconsistency is responsible for
longer time interludes for data transfer, hence, causing traffic among the components of
intermediate network (Eloff & Solms, 2014). Moreover, dynamic scalability and network
monitoring that is typical of mobile cloud computing may result in challenges with noncompatibility when migrating data from one device to another, which also increases the
chances of attack by criminals. Security challenges are of high magnitude as compared to
the normal cloud computing.
Attacks in the Cloud Environment
Attackers of the cloud environment can be internal or external (Sun et al, 2014).
These attackers make the cloud vulnerable as confidential and sensitive data becomes
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exposed without permission. An internal attacker can be a current or former employee,
contactor, or any other business associate with the mandate to access the network system
or data of an organization, abusing the privilege by engaging in malicious acts.
According to Yusop and Abawajy (2014), an insider is a person who is or was a trusted
employee of an organization and who formerly or currently has knowledge and the
opportunity to oversee network systems in an organization, abuses the responsibility
bestowed upon him/her to access and interfere with confidentiality, integrity, or
availability of the data in a negative manner. Alternatively, insiders can violate the
security policy by exerting legal access. In the sphere of cloud computing, insiders, to
begin with, have the ability of inviting rogue administrators to the system. Rogue system
administrators exploit cloud weaknesses leading to illegal access within an organization
(Claycomb & Nicholl, 2014). Additionally, rogue system administrators utilizing cloud
systems to carry out attacks on the local resources of an organization. The main intention
of a rogue administrator is to render weak the cloud infrastructure with the intention of
stealing sensitive data, and such attacks culminate into confidentiality and integrity loss
of information/data.
The various groups of rogue administrators in relation to cloud computing include
system, application, hosting firm, and virtual image administrators. Such an array of
rogue administrators can carry out different attacks on the cloud system. For example,
application administrators have the capability of targeting vulnerabilities existing within
the drivers of virtual machines (Claycomb & Nicholl, 2014). Additionally, they can
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assume the control of the system whereby the cloud services’ execution or they can exert
malicious actions to the applications that host cloud services.
Within the cloud, administrators maintain certain activities and processes for the
entire system (Lazarova, 2016). According to Mallaiah and Ramachandram (2014),
systems administrators have the capability of executing attacks on conventional
operations such as root compromises and Trojan horses. In the meantime, administrators
of virtual image may copy machines or virtual disks, which in the process create
alternating images that are not congruent with the established baseline in spite of reports
indicating the contrary; they have the capability of also modifying virtual machine’s
individual cases in the cloud culminating into incorrect functioning of the cloud. Last,
hosting firm administrators may create network taps on the systems by implementing
engineering techniques in monitoring the software used in hosting (Fernandes et al.,
2014).
Another category of inside attackers involves such individuals who capitalize on
the cloud system’s vulnerabilities in acquiring unauthorized access to the system/data of
an organization. According to Claycomb and Nicholl (2014), attacks of this caliber are
either malicious or intentional with access control or security polices variations between
the cloud system and the client. The individual attacker gains access to the confidential
and sensitive information fraudulently. The final insider in terms of threat provision to
cloud information is the attacker who utilizes the cloud information by assuming control
of a user’s computer to execute nefarious activities around the world (Becking, 2016).
Accordingly, the insider uses cloud services like email and file sharing to steal data.
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These insiders use their legalized access in violating the security policy. Additionally, the
insiders overpass their boundaries by sidestepping the policies related security and access
control to the clouds. Such excessive privileges urge insiders to act without restraint;
therefore, they do not uphold accountability and restriction.
The attack of insiders is more intense and vigorous in comparison to external
hackers to the cloud system. Internal attackers pose more security threats because they
can conveniently extract a user’s data from the hard drive managed by the cloud storage
(Lal et al, 2017). For example, inside attackers are immensely successful in their
malicious activities becasue they are very familiar and conversant with the security
control internally. Moreover, the organization configures security tools where the
external threat is prioritized as compared to the internal one. In addition, insiders’
activities are worse to the point of including deletion of vital data, tampering with very
sensitive data, duplication of data, and illegal data extraction. Further, inside attackers
actively engage in blackmail, sabotage, theft, fraud, and espionage, which may be costly
to the organization concerning cloud system security (Nurse et al., 2014). In general, the
attack of the cloud system from within presents severe security challenges to IT security
managers or system administrators, and their diligence can play a critical role in
effectively securing the cloud against unwarranted breaches.
The external attackers have limited access to the cloud system to manipulate data;
they are dependent on internal security mistakes to make the cloud vulnerable to attack
(Camron & Marcum, 2019). In summary, both internal and external attacks to the cloud
system are detrimental to data integrity and confidentiality. Against this backdrop,
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ISTISM framework argues in favor of security policy, risk management, internal control,
and contingency management to effectively achieve organizational information security
goals and assure a secure cloud (Garg & Goel, 2017).
Effective Strategies to Control Security Breach in the Cloud
There are three categories of strategies used in preventing cloud breaches, and
they include informal, formal, and technical strategies. Organizations regard such
strategies as security mechanisms having the capability of addressing the challenges
inherent in the complex nature of the cloud system. Informal strategies offer education on
data security, and the concerns towards the development of organizational security
culture and environment (Toma & Leuca, 2018). Formal strategies are geared toward
necessitating compliance to information security related processes, procedures and
regulations (Granneman, 2018). Last, technical controls are in place to prevent
unauthorized access management. These strategies are only useful when a guardian is
available to implement such controls.
Guardians play a key role in the cloud security process. An organization often
refer to guardians as individuals mandated with the responsibility of preventing crimes
(Weisburd, Groff, & Yang, 2014). These individuals are capable of preventing crime
because they have the ability of maintaining vigilance and implementing necessary
interventions to eliminate potential offenders. The unavailability of able guardians,
possible offenders, and appropriate targets may culminate into predatory breaches
(Pyrooz et al., 2015). These aspects lead to crime commissioning due to the possibility of
spatial or temporary converging that provides opportunities for criminal activities.
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Information security leaders can regroup the various strategies into the aspects of the
conceptual framework including security policy, risk management, internal control, and
contingency management.
Security Policy
Formal strategies form part of the security policy. Besides, such strategies ensure
regulation and compliance to policies on information security. There are three categories
of strategies: informal, formal, and technical. Ambre and Shekokar (2015) argued that
organizations ought to consistently communicate and enforce policies regarding
information security in an attempt to make employees understand the ways of preventing
the outside or inside attacks. There should be clear, specific policies, which an
organization can effectively recognize, analyze, and respond to an incident, will affect the
damage and lower recovery costs (Ruefle et al., 2014). Additionally, security policies
must highlight the consequences for neglecting the expected standards. Extensive
service-level agreements between the cloud-service provider and customer should
provide direction on how to deal with risks associated with information security by both
the insider and outsider threat.
The security policy ought to demarcate the monitoring capabilities, the
supervision of employees’ activities, and determination of the restriction levels of
accessing the sensitive data of the client in the cloud. According to Soomro et al. (2016),
agreements are vital in guaranteeing that the providers of cloud service either meet or
exceed the requisite standards for information security management. In addition, incident
reporting policies and procedures are necessary, as these would enable workers to report
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any unscrupulous activity by rogue colleagues. Incident-reporting undertaking is capable
of addressing committed episodes by either outsiders or insiders through an escalation
chain (Ruefle et al., 2014). Such is only possible when relevant authorities are in place to
make critical decisions on security-based problems. To this end, either an insider or
outsider provides an outline on the right mechanism for reporting attacks, which in the
process provides IT managers with many opportunities to initiate the recommended
remedies.
Risk Management
Several legal frameworks can be used in implementing the security policy in an
organization. To begin with, leaders should first pursue enterprise then governance risk
management. Governance is concerned with the supervision and control of the
operational and procedural activities involved in cloud services. According to Villaronga
and Millard (2019), issues like regulatory issues, legal concerns, monitoring and service
testing, applications’ development standards, policies, and procedures are key for
governing the cloud system. Consequently, the cloud needs an examination of policies,
legal issues, ethical and security challenges (Soomro et al., 2016). Information security
leaders must identify and handle threats to address sensitive and confidential data
protection, cloud-service provider’s transparency, and service-level agreement breaches.
Organizations, indeed, must have the ability to govern, measure, and manage
enterprise risks, which are part of the information in the cloud. To this effect,
organizations should ensure and guarantee sensible data security through the supply
chain, which encompasses cloud service providers, clients, and third-party sellers (Liu et
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al., 2015). Procedures of data security governance, consists of management commitment
and leadership, organizational structures processes, technologies and compliance
mechanisms that work together to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of
an organizations assets (Solms, 2005; Liu et al., 2015).
The second approach to ensure security policy is data regulation and compliance
management. Arguably, conforming to legal issues, especially those related to
information within the cloud, is quite challenging. Thus, cloud service providers ought to
evaluate requirements to compliance emanating from the service deployment because
cloud computing is ubiquitous and has various service models. According to Elifoglu et
al. (2014), legal and regulatory trajectory introduced by cloud service providers varies in
terms of cloud service location. Hence, clients have a bearing on different operational
functions inclusive of security and privacy responsibility, data lifecycle management,
electronic discovery, and violation of client’s data security and privacy. The providers of
cloud service must be accustomed to complying with laws and regulations that assure
protection of confidential and sensitive data of clients (Sookhak et al., 2015).
Additionally, cloud providers should carry out both internal and external security audits
in an attempt to ensure that information security risk management is apparent.
In the United States, major states are equipped with established data breach
statutes that make it mandatory for organizations to provide notification to customers in
the event security breaches happen. These laws or statutes facilitate sensitive data
identification with the aim of preventing identity theft (Smith, 2016). Moreover, such
regulations are important as they protect clients from harmful practices and data breaches
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because businesses or cloud service providers should utilize appropriate security
mechanisms. Organizations that fail to comply with privacy laws on security breach have
a high likelihood of facing legal risks to the point of facing criminal penalties as well as
civil proceedings (Elifoglu et al., 2014). Subsequently, tort laws, provide further
information security protection by compensating consumers or clients in the event an
organization is involved in sensitive data misuse.
There is an uncertainty on the application of tort laws for organizational failure in
an attempt to secure the client’s confidential data (Congressional Research Service,
2019). To this end, a portion of consumers resorts to civil proceedings in dealing with
organizations or service providers of cloud that fail to offer protection for their personal
data (King & Raja, 2012). Majority of people regard tort laws as ineffective in protecting
sensitive data because economic harm is difficult to prove.
Businesses using cloud services have to ensure that their clients are “armed” with
remedies pegged on consumer protection laws. For example, Lee et al. (2016) hints that a
company may be guilty of violating the Federal Trade Commission Act through failure to
protect stored personal data from illegitimate or unauthorized access or from accidental
access, processing, erasure, loss or use while in the cloud, hence, enabling unauthorized
access by unscrupulous agents. Consumer data is a foundation on which firms build their
business models and may potentially become unable to embrace appropriate security
policy on information in protecting sensitive data (Bleier et al., 2020). The consumer can
then be justified in holding the cloud service provider responsible and bringing the issue
to the hearing of the Federal Trade Commission, purposely for the agency to enforce
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action against the organization as guided by relevant laws and regulations. In addition,
there is inadequate comprehensive legislation related to consumer sensitive data
protection in the cloud sphere; therefore, cloud service providers have the opportunity to
decide on the architecture of privacy protection.
In the absence of an all-inclusive regulatory establishment for cloud computing in
most countries, primarily the developing nations, service providers have a high likelihood
of developing low data security boundaries. In addition, they have the tendency of
manipulating the service-level agreements with the purpose of leveraging the legal
burden if they fail to offer adequate security to the client’s confidential information
(Bacon et al., 2014). A typical example is when the service-level agreements fail to put
under consideration mechanisms set aside to deal with inside security threats as they only
focused on the outsiders. Thus, security policy gives a guideline that the clients of cloud
service providers must be cognizant of the binding service-level agreements in the
context of being comprehensive enough to ensure maximum security to their personal
data and the legal responsibilities (Wheatley, 2014).
Internal Control
In information security management, incident response is mandatory, as it is the
underlying factor within the cloud system. The incident management as an internal
control process functions well when tools, programs, and processes of the cloud system
are intact. In the event of a threat to security management of information, guardians have
the responsibility of undertaking suitable actions in discovering the circumstances that
culminated into the unfortunate tragedy. As a result, contributions to cloud forensics can
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be models, systems, frameworks, and solutions relating to the security incident that
triggers the forensic investigation (Manral et al., 2019). The cloud systems robust
forensic architectures ought to be capable of performing verification of security incidents,
analysis of the attack (either internal or external), and restoration of secure service
(Kalloniatis et al., 2014). As such, it is imperative that an effective response framework
remains in place for efficient detection and rejoinder to incidents of security threats to
personal information.
Technical strategies are available for a robust and effective incident response.
Such technical strategies amicably deal with matters related to information access
management. Various preventive technical control measures are available for incident
response. Key and encryption management includes the significance of encrypting data
with the aim of minimizing possible data breach in the cloud system. According to
Renwick and Martin (2017), encrypting data ensures no meaningful information becomes
leaked or compromised in an event of a compromise. Data encryption is necessary in
environments encompassing various people. Accordingly, the multi-tenancy nature of the
cloud system requires data encryption so a myriad of users involved in the process do not
interfere with the stored data in the case of a serious threat to security (Wheeler &
Winburn, 2015). Therefore, IT professionals have diversified the data encryption process
to ensure information security management.
A technique such as private information retrieval, a process that hides performed
queries from un-authorized agents, ensures data security in the clouds. Although this
technique is costly in relation to computation cost, it is effective in preventing failure of
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data processing support in the encrypted platform (Riad & Ke, 2018). Additionally, rolebased access control is also effective in facilitating superior technical stratagem as far as
data security is concerned. Fun and Samsudin (2016) suggests homomorphic encryption,
a solution with the capability of securing confidential data within the cloud system, while
allowing corresponding third parties to perform computation on encrypted data without
having to decrypt.
In order for encryption to meet the intended purpose, a privacy manager plays an
integral part in the process. A privacy manager operates in the capacity of a data
encryption processing security mechanism by serving as the first line of defense by
helping the user manage the privacy of their data within the cloud (Pearson et al., 2009).
In this vein, the privacy manager has to use obfuscation methods in reducing the sensitive
personal data stored in the cloud while minimizing data leakage as much as possible. The
principle behind this data shrinkage is to store the client’s data in an encrypted form.
However, privacy managers must take care and be willing to execute this activity with
utmost carefulness to secure sensitive information. Moreover, the architecture operates
with a proposed protocol based on trust and encryption concepts to ensure cloud data
integrity without compromising confidentiality and without overloading storage services
(Pinheiro et al., 2018).
Healthcare providers will be implementing privacy methods by successfully
shifting their client’s confidential data to a commercial cloud service provider with no
security threats. The healthcare organizations believes they must implement security
measures and approaches such as encryption standards in order to protect the privacy and
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confidentiality of customer’s data over the cloud (Abouelmehdi et al., 2018). Similarly,
Kazim and Ying (2015) contended by stating that techniques of encryption preserve data
format and context of data utilization within the cloud environment. Nevertheless, the key
management is a challenging process given the multi-tenancy nature of the cloud
environment and it resources (Kalloniatis et al., 2014).
Contingency Management
Information security management forms the core of contingency management. In
the cloud environment, data is vital when it comes to security and consequential
protection within the multi-tenancy platform. Information protection is possible by
safeguarding virtual and physical networks, data backup, data cryptography, and data
integrity and segregation (Kalloniatis et al., 2014). Personnel involved in IT security
management must take into consideration robust sanitization, cryptography, hardware
suitable maintenance, and effective methods of computation while managing the cloud
data life cycle. Such an approach is sufficient in dealing with various threats to
information security involving data breaches by insiders and through insecure interfaces.
A domain pinpoints the information management relevance within the cloud through
processes such as storing, creating, sharing, using, destroying and archiving of
information. Roy et al. (2015) stated the cloud is used as a data storage, hence leading to
threats of data leakage and confidentiality and integrity threats to data. Therefore, it
important for access to be controlled.
Another aspect of contingency management in dealing with data breaches in the
cloud is the entitlement, identity, and access to information management. Entitlement,
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identity, and access management of consumer personal data enable information security
leaders to incorporate relevant technical strategies. In the cloud system, identity
management transformation includes entitlement in the information managing access
process (Kalloniatis et al., 2014). Kazim and Ying (2015) give a suggestion of cloud
services and applications that use various sources to identify users as the entitlement
management to provide a decision process in authorizing access to the data, system and
processes of the cloud. Such emphasis on types of identity is necessary for cloud
environment inclusive of agents, code, organization, users, and device. The two most
significant elements used in ascertaining identity types are the attributes’ strengths and
the expected identity that provides higher flexibility in the cloud system (Brandas et al.,
2015). Most importantly, the access to data entails many things such as the application,
process, network, and system facets. In this regard, the entitlement process should ensure
that links exist between the needs of the business and those of the user’s security based
on governing rules to access different cloud entities.
The business continuity, conventional security, and disaster recovery are also
components of the contingency management. Cloud computing offers infrastructure
flexibility, faster deployment of applications and data, cost control, adaptation of cloud
resources to real needs, improved productivity, as well as threaten business continuity
and corporate reputation (Arianyan et al., 2016). For the continuity to thrive, a
requirement that appropriate safety measures crucial in the management of security risks,
and assuring information integrity, availability, and confidentiality, must be available.
Kazim and Ying (2015) conformed to this line of thought and argue that cloud services
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have to be persistently available to clients, and in the event of an interruption, the service
provider of the cloud must put in place a vigorous recovery system ensuring that normal
business undertakings are continuous.
Service availability is very significant, and the breakdown in cloud service
provision may lead to closure of businesses owned by the cloud users (clients).
Breakdown of such caliber results from either a failure or attack in the cloud hardware
(Roy et al., 2015). Consequently, data backup and disaster recovery are helps support
data protection and transition reliability (Kazim & Ying, 2015). Hence, entire
virtualization of data scalability in terms of file systems and recovery applications as well
as data storage becomes useful for business continuity in using cloud and disaster
recovery.
Contingency management is tending to be more of an informal strategy than a
formal strategy. Informal strategies primarily focus on information provision. The
strategies offer education on information security in creating an organizational security
culture. On this basis, managers have a responsibility to make sure employees are aware
of the possibilities of technology vulnerability by offering their employees training on
how to keep their intellectual property and company information protected throughout the
use of cloud computing (Kahle-Piasecki et al., 2017). Indeed, awareness of threats that
put information security in jeopardy by employees makes it easy for them to identify
suspects with suspicious behaviors amongst them, hence, helping in thwarting the plans
by internal attackers. Further, subjecting employees to training creates vigilant workers in
the firm, and this plays a key role in reinforcing opposition against insider and outsider
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unscrupulous activities. Training programs may lead to an establishment of an
organizational security culture that is inhibitory to security threats to sensitive
information of clients (Ruefle et al., 2014).
Information security management, in most organizations, has viewed data security
from a technical point of view (Bernsmed et al., 2014); however, the crux of the matter is
that the implementation of data/information security with success is more of a
management concern than a technical issue (Dzazali, 2009). Individuals are very critical
in managing successful implementation of security. The reason being that security is part
of everyone’s activities on a daily basis from the lowest worker to the senior managers in
an organization (Kazim & Ying, 2015). Information security, for majority of people, is
not an intuitive or obvious process; training programs and awareness, when established in
an organization, are cultivated into an organizational security culture (Ruefle et al.,
2014). People may possess direct access to personal information of others without
restraint; however, guidelines, polices, procedures, and controls have been demarcated in
guiding the behavior of accessing other people’s data without their knowledge and
authority.
The cloud service security strategy should be able to segregate data from various
users. Malicious agents are opportunities and maximize on application vulnerabilities
with the intention of developing parameters that are capable of bypassing security checks
and ultimately grant authorization to user’s data without permission (Hemalatha, Jenis,
Cecil, & Arockiam, 2014). Due to this, security managers get an opportunity to validate
and test data segregation within the cloud system using techniques such as structured
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query language (SQL) injection, data validation, and insecure storage (Zineddine, 2015).
Additionally, these tests may identify vulnerabilities, which grant attackers the
opportunity of accessing personal information with no authorization whatsoever. For
example, Chang et al. (2016) demonstrated how security has become a highly important
attribute based on the development of online-based applications such as Google products
and Google Docs, which could potentially expose personal data to other users due to
session allocation flaws.
Data segregation is useful in eradicating a security problem resulting from session
allocation flaws, and this is possible with proper functioning data centers. Various
strategies like assessment of operational procedures of cloud service provider, data center
architecture, and security strategies dissemination are vital for successful functioning of
data centers (Kalloniatis et al., 2014). A data center is vital for cloud system operations
because it holds the applications required in the cloud environment. Therefore, clients are
in dire need of continuous and lasting stability data centers for continuous cloud system
services provision. Service management, security standards, regulatory requirements, and
location of the data center are important considerations when it comes to their intended
operations (Tankard, 2015).
Data confidentiality in the cloud needs user authentication. Electronic
authentication is a determinant of electronic user identity authentication as presented in
the data/information system. Privacy breaches happen when electronic authentication is
missing culminating into an unauthorized user account access (Dawson, 2015).
Moreover, the security of the cloud system encompasses software confidentiality that
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relates to the notion that certain processes as well as applications must handle and
maintain the sensitive information of the client. Consequently, within the cloud
environment, clients deem the applications of the cloud system are effective in protecting
their personal information as agreed. Hence, an organization must certify the applications
that are in contact with the client’s confidential information to avoid further risks
associated with confidentiality and privacy (Elhaida & Frueh, 2015). In the end,
unauthorized access to client’s sensitive information by malicious users with the sole
purpose of exploiting the software vulnerabilities becomes curtailed.
Potential directions can be pursued in preventing concerns related to data control
and in the long run, establish various auditing categories in the cloud system. From the
onset, there is a need for a monitoring system that can be trusted within the server of
cloud, and this mechanism ought to facilitate the server’s actions auditing while
providing verifiable security-auditing conformance proof to the customer. Additionally,
cloud service providers should have their data stored in the clouds, self-protected within a
secure and safe environment (Hong & Rong, 2014). In line with this, Lin et al. (2014)
proposed a policy that the security auditing ought to be done at the virtual cloud
environment’s software level with the systems in place offering monitoring of events and
logs within the server as the bare minimum.
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Summary
The ISTIM model, as shown in the discourse above, has presented every element
involved in security breach in the cloud. From the one end, the model has discussed the
inherent factors within the cloud system that lead to security threats, either internally or
externally to the client’s sensitive data (Ismail et al., 2015). Such concerns include
privacy and security issues, latency, reliability, performance predictability,
interoperability and portability, data breach within the fiber optic networks, data storage
over IP networks, and attacks in the cloud environment by either insiders or outsiders
(Ismail et al., 2014a). An organization has a mandate to fulfil their information security
goals in light of these challenges inherent in the cloud system, effective strategies is
necessary with the aim of securing the sensitive data of their clients.
The first strategy as adopted from IST is the security policy, in which an
organization sets rules and regulations in tandem with the existing legal frameworks in a
country to deal with both internal and external security threats and ways of compensating
clients in the case of data manipulation (Ismail et al., 2014b). The second strategy entails
the internal control. Internal controls ensure a secure cloud system for the client’s
confidential information (Ismail et al., 2014a). The third strategy is contingency
management that largely consists of informal strategies, whereby organizations train and
educate their employees to effectively deal with the client’s personal information. The
last strategy is risk management, which involves governance and enterprise risk
management in dealing with inherent cloud environment’s data security threats.
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Transition
In Section 1, I highlighted the need for information security leaders to implement
best practices when developing strategies and policies that protect and address data
security concerns within the cloud environment. Additionally, I included a discussion of
the background of the study, the problem and purpose statements, the nature of the study,
assumptions, limitations, delimitations, the research question, conceptual framework, and
a definition of key terms and review of the literature. In the literature review, I
summarized the importance of internal controls that involve security standards, security
awareness, current information security laws and regulations, contingency management,
breaches and risk management.
Section 2 will include an overview of the research project, including restatement
of the purpose statement and discussion of the role of the researcher, participants, the
research method and design, population and sampling, ethical research, data collection
instruments and techniques, data organization techniques, data analysis, and the
reliability and validity of the study. Section 3 will include a presentation of (a) study
findings, (b) implications for social change, (c) recommendations for action and future
research, (d) a reflection of my experiences conducting this study, and (e) my research
conclusions.
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Section 2: The Project
In this section, I present the overall goal of the study by providing specific details
that will contribute to the findings of the proposed research plan. I go into further depth
by discussing the different roles a researcher exhibits, various research methods, and
design approaches as well as highlighting the importance of ethics within the doctoral
study. Also included in this section is an explanation of the data analysis procedures
chosen for this study. I also discuss the data collection techniques used for the design of
the study and describe the steps that I performed to help ensure that research results and
observations are scientifically thorough, valid, and dependable.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore
successful strategies that some information security leaders in the aerospace and defense
contractor industry used to protect cloud-based data from security breaches to improve
organizational profitability. The population consisted of seven information security
leaders within seven aerospace and defense contractor companies, two organizations in
Washington, D.C., and four publicly available sources who have implemented successful
strategies to protect their cloud-based data from security breaches to improve the
profitability of their organizations. The implications for positive social change may
include the potential for information security leaders to learn of strategies to prevent
security breaches of personal data that were stored by commercial companies, which may
benefit members of the public by helping them avoid the expenses, inconvenience, and
disruptions that these breaches may cause.
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Role of the Researcher
Some of the significant role’s researchers are required to fulfill include collecting,
processing, and transcribing data. Yin (2017) observed that when conducting a qualitative
study, a researcher might gather information from a variety of sources to include
interviews, observations, documentation, and current records. For this qualitative
multiple case study, I served as the primary data collection instrument. Cronin (2014)
concluded a researcher’s responsibility within a case study is to design the study, develop
interview questions, confirm participant responses, and eliminate personal bias from the
study. My role in this qualitative multiple case study was to design the study, develop
interview questions, choose the participants, collect the data, organize the data, and
evaluate the data. Fusch and Ness (2015) noted that the researcher should take the
necessary steps to mitigate any potential bias that could affect the information being
collected. As the primary data collector, I asked open-ended interview questions and did
not share my personal experience or give my personal insight on the topic to avoid
influencing the participants in the study.
Concerning my past and present personal relationship with the subject, I did not
work with the participants in this study nor do I work in the IT job industry. In 2015, I
became a victim of the OPM breach of personally identifiable information (PII). My
experience led me to becoming interested in the cloud environment, and my interest has
continued to grow as more organizations are adopting the cloud service even though
security issues remain common, which in turn prompted me to dive deeper. My
experience did not have an effect on my study during the collection of data.
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The Belmont Report was published in 1979 and includes discussion of three
principles that are the foundations for the protection of human research subjects: respect
for persons and their autonomy, beneficence, and justice (Gabriele, 2003). Respect for
persons suggests individuals who participate in research studies remain autonomous and
only participate in a study if they freely consent after being informed of all known risks
and benefits. Beneficence allows participants to strive to maximize benefits and minimize
risks and justice highlights fairness (Adams & Miles, 2013). In addition to the three
principles, the report also outlines ethical guidelines, research principles, and
considerations researchers should be aware of when conducting their studies (Lainie,
2006). I followed the guidelines and principles outlined within the Belmont Report. In
addition, I received approval from the Walden University Institutional Review Board
(IRB) before proceeding with data collection for my study.
The protection of participants in clinical trials or research studies is critical to the
success of a study (Sims, 2010). Ethics, from the Greek word ethos, refers to a set of
regulations or standards against which behaviors can be measured (Gabriele, 2003).
Researchers may have the potential to influence factors within their study. In order to
avoid unethical challenges, I conducted my research in a fair and trustworthy manner.
The primary data source was the interview process. Interviewing provides
researchers with detailed data to better understand the participant’s description and
meaning of those experiences (Castillo-Montoya, 2016). While conducting interviews, I
could have introduced potential biases. Researchers can introduce bias due to their
personal experiences, personal values, and viewpoints during data analysis (Young,
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2009). To avoid bias, I was open to new approaches and ideas when it came to the
protection of information within the cloud. I made sure I appropriately transcribed and
recorded all information provided in the interview and reduced bias by conducting the
study in a neutral place to avoid other factors that could have an influence on the
respondent’s answers.
Additionally, I utilized an interview protocol (see Appendix A). Interviews
provide researchers with rich and detailed qualitative data for understanding participants’
experiences, description of their experiences, and the meaning they make of those
experiences (Castillo-Montoya, 2016). A researcher’s interview protocol is an instrument
that consists of asking questions for specific information related to the aims of a study
(Patton, 2015). The interview protocol helps the interviewer prepare for the interview by
making sure the researcher knows what to ask overall and determine what information is
important to obtain (Castillo-Montoya, 2016). I utilized an interview protocol to help
make sure I did not forget key points, ensure I asked the right questions in the appropriate
order, and to make sure I knew how to ask questions.
Participants
The participants in this study included seven information security leaders who
have experience with security breaches of cloud-based data. I selected information
security leaders who work at different companies within the aerospace and defense
contractor industry in this multiple case study, which was centralized in the Washington,
D.C., area, and included managers who have experience in hosting confidential/personal
data in the cloud (Elo et al., 2014). Draper (2015) presupposed those individuals
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partaking in a research study should have some type of experience with the research
topic. The eligibility criteria for the information security leaders are as follows: (a)
experience developing and implementing security policies, protocols, and procedures; (b)
familiarity with cloud security frameworks, principles, and functions; (c) familiarity with
security controls relevant to compliance and regulatory requirements for cloud
environments; and (d) experience migrating data to a cloud platform. The participants
had a minimum of 5 years of work experience in the IT industry and have worked for
their current employer for a minimum of 3 years while having a comprehensive
understanding of cloud and cloud security (Wara & Singh, 2015). I expected the
participants to provide information on how to protect data from a data breach within the
cloud. The collection of data supported the guiding research question for this study and
supported the conceptual framework of this study.
According to Cacari-Stone et al. (2014), participants will participate in a study if
the research problem is relevant to their field of study and could result in helping
implement effective policies and procedures within their organization. Before moving
forward with the interviews, I established a rapport by contacting the eligible participants
that I found on LinkedIn, emailed and had a phone conversation detailing the
requirements of the study. I then contacted the participants through email to set-up a time
that would accommodate each individual (Gioia et al., 2013). Researchers conducting
interviews may experience challenges such as the participants being uncertain of their
answers or failing to respond in a timely manner (Alshenqeet, 2014). To mitigate the
possible challenges, I delivered each interview question with clarity to avoid
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misunderstanding, made sure all participants understood the research question, and made
sure I obtained the necessary permission to record the interviews.
Additionally, some issues may arise while attempting to get the necessary
participants and relying on them on to answer their phones, and showing up to follow up
appointments (Alshenqeet, 2014). These participants will be responsible for either
implementing, reinforcing, or reviewing current security incidents within their current
organization (Wara & Singh, 2015). Hurmerinta and Nummela (2016) observed that
participants might need assistance while conducting research. I conducted my research by
specifying the purpose and the problem that led to my study, and I created questions that
narrowed the purpose of my research.
A method of building a strong rapport with the participants is starting the
interview with general conversation. Patton (2015) surmised that a general conversation
with each participant could help ease nerves and establish comfort prior to the onset of
the interview. Comfortability within an environment or with another individual (i.e.,
interviewer) can result in more in-depth responses (Yin, 2017). In addition to beginning
the interview with general conversation, I conducted the interview in a comfortable and
familiar environment such as a private conference room at a public library. Last,
establishing a rapport by showing and displaying trust and respect through continuous
open communication can create confidence (Holloway & Wheeler, 2013).
Research Method and Design
In a research study, there are three types of prominent methods: qualitative,
quantitative, and mixed methods. The most appropriate research method and design for
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this study is a qualitative multiple case study to explore the strategies of information
security leaders in the aerospace and defense contractor industry use to protect cloudbased data from security breaches. In this section, I expand on both the research method
and design I adopted for this study. Accordingly, I provide further explanation of why the
other methods and designs were not suitable for the study.
Research Method
Researchers use the qualitative research method to explore the relationship
between the research and the source of the research data (Pratt & Loizos, 2015). I chose
the qualitative method to gain an in-depth and holistic understanding of the causes and
effects of data breach within the Internet cloud. Researchers use the qualitative method to
gain a better understanding through first-hand experience, truthful reporting, and
quotations from conversations (Pandve, 2016). Flexibility during the interview process is
the key to qualitative research, which adds an in-depth analysis from a small sample size
(Young et al., 2017). Researchers look for patterns within the data rather than a statistical
analysis claimed by quantitative method (Ranney et al., 2015). The use of qualitative
research techniques such as open ended semistructured interviews with probing questions
and observation provided a descriptive and elaborative rich data from each participants
rather than than statistical data obtained from the simple questioning (Boz & Dagli,
2017).
Researchers using the quantitative method to apply statistical tests to draw
conclusions about collected data to test a hypothesis or theory (Trafimow, 2014). This
approach includes the gathering of statistical data (such as numbers) and focuses on
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variables, with the goal of generalizing and confirming research hypotheses and
relationships (Hesse-biber, 2016). In quantitiave research a variable is a statistical term,
meaning a quantity that can take on different possible values which is expressed in
numbers to indicate amount, degree, quantity or magnitude of a variable (Onen, 2016).
Therefore, I did not choose quantitative method because my objective is to gain insight
into data breaches without quantifying any data.
While quantitative and qualitative research approaches each have their individual
strengths and weaknesses, combining qualitative and quantitative approaches within a
single study can yield results that have both breadth and depth in terms of rich meaning
(Hesse-biber, 2016). A mixed method study includes a combination of both quantitative
and qualitative approaches and methods either concurrently or sequentially, which is not
suitable for this study (Hesse-biber, 2016). A researcher using the mixed method may
find both contradictory and complementary conclusions from the quantitative and
qualitative data collection method (Venkatesh et al., 2013). Morever, this approach
leverages the complementary strengths and nonoverlapping weaknesses of qualitative and
quantitative methods, and offer greater insights on a phenomenon that each of these
methods individually cannot offer (Venkatesh et al., 2013). I did not choose the mixed
method because my objective is to explore my area of interest and gain an in-depth
understanding of data breaches within the Internet cloud.
Research Design
Researchers use a case study design to explore issues that apply to the real world,
which requires the collection of data from multiple sources (Ridder, 2017). A case study
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can be useful when identifying features that can get lost in the data and those aspects may
hold information needed for the situation. Focusing on small samples helps to direct the
researchers’ attention to the cross-level interactions and the deductive studies that
sometimes are ignored (Creswell & Clark, 2011). Researchers conducting case studies
typically explore all factors to provide an understanding of the event and situation. The
purpose of a case study is to understand one situation or event being studied in great
depth for a defined period of time while the researcher collects rich details through
observations, interviews, documents, or past record (Pacho, 2015). The case study design
is appropriate for this study because I will explore all factors and circumstances of the
phenomenon and the characteristics of the individuals who are involved.
The narrative research design involves the description of the lives of individuals.
This design focuses on collecting stories about the lives of people and provides a
narrative of the individuals’ experiences (Dwyer et al., 2017). The method may be used
to explore the experience of a group and how the institutional, social, and cultural
environment within the individuals’ experiences influence and shape their practices
within the world (Haydon et al., 2018). Additionally, the researchers gather individual
stories from the participants through data collection methods such as interviews, memory
boxes, letters, informal observations, conversations and journals among others (Leedy &
Ormrod, 2015). I did not choose this design because my research is centered on the
socioeconomic data breach within the Internet cloud and will not involve the exploration
of people’s lives.
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Researchers use an ethnographic design to observe and interact with study
participants in their real-life environment (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The major objective
of this research design within a suitability project is to provide a further analysis into a
design problem (Chan et al., 2018). This research design is most applicable when the
researcher wants to have a better understanding of the experiences of the participants of
the research (Leavy, 2017). I did not choose ethnographic design because I am not going
to interact with the study’s participants in their real-life environment. I am interested in
obtaining relevant information from them; hence, understanding the participants’ entire
culture is of less importance to my study.
Phenomenological design is a form of study in which the researcher examines the
lived experiences of the participants and attempt to discover the similarties with their
shared experiences (Percy et al., 2015). The focus is on what and how the individuals
experienced the phenomenon. Researchers using this design seek to collect data from a
group of individuals who have all had the same experience and develop from those
findings the essence of the phenomenon (Chan et al., 2018). In phenomenological
research, the essence of a thing refers to exposing the implicit structure and meaning of
the experience. The goal of phenomenological study is to explore a concept filled with
social and cultural nuances and reduce those characteristics into one universal experience
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). Because the data breach within the cloud is not a concept filled
with cultural and social nuances, I did not choose the phenomenological design.
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Population and Sampling
The population for this study consisted of seven information security leaders
within seven aerospace and defense contractor companies located in Washington, D.C. A
population consists of individuals who belong to the same group or live in the same
geographical area (Malterud et al., 2016). A population should be fully defined so that
those to be included are clearly identified (Banerjee & Chaudhury, 2010), and it will
allow me to gather as much of information as possible with the least number of
participants. Based on the defined eligibility criteria of the information security leaders,
they must have the knowledge and experience with implementing strategies to minimize
security breaches within the Internet cloud. The ideal sample size of participants in a case
study research ranges anywhere from 3 to 10 participants (Duxbury, 2012). Therefore, I
identified a targeted sample size of five information security leaders among the targeted
organizations to be appropriate for this study.
The sampling method that I employed in this study was purposeful sampling.
Purposeful sampling is a technique that involves identifying and selecting individuals or a
group of individuals that are knowledgeable or experienced with the phenomenon of the
study (Creswell & Clark, 2011; Palinkas et al., 2015). Furthermore, purposeful sampling
is appropriate when it comes to case study research (Ishak & Bakar, 2014). Employing
purposeful sampling enabled me to select participants with the knowledge of the research
subject area (Benoot et al., 2016). Combining sampling strategies is appropriate and
consistent with current developments within research (Palinkas et al., 2015). Therefore, I
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employed snowball and criterion sampling, which are considered different types of
purposeful sampling strategies.
Snowball sampling is a referral method where individuals with specific
characteristics recruit others from within their network or community (Valerio et.al,
2016). The use of snowball sampling allowed me to gain access to individuals and groups
that may otherwise remain inaccessible (Woodley & Lockard, 2016). Once I observed the
participants, I did not request their assistance in identifying people with the same
knowledge. Snowball sampling can include participants nominating potential individuals
with the same interest as the subject where they might be hard to locate (Siddiqui et al.,
2016). Therefore, snowball sampling will be suitable for this study. A recruitment letter is
provided in Appendix B.
Criterion sampling is another kind of purposeful sampling that entails
preconceived criteria (Sandelowski, 2000). Criterion sampling involves the inclusion of a
particular group of participants who meet some type of predetermined criterion of
importance (Palinkas et al., 2015). This form of sampling allows the researcher to set
criteria and pick all cases that meet those criteria (Patton, 1990). In criterion sampling,
the researcher must select the criteria carefully in order to obtain detailed and rich data
relevant to the particular research problem (Ormona, 2013). For example, my criteria for
participants in this study included each participant having a minimum of 5 years of work
experience within the IT industry and having worked for their current employer for a
minimum of 3 years. Therefore, criterion sampling will be suitable for this study.
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Data saturation is the point in data collection at which no new data is introduced
within the interview process (Saunders et al., 2017). Failure to reach data saturation can
affect the quality of the research conducted and hinders content validity (Fusch & Ness,
2015). Data saturation can be achieved through collecting data from multiple sources,
which will include interviews and publicly available data. The publicly available data
will focus on current policies and strategies on preventing data breaches, which in turn
will verify no new themes emerging from the study (Guetterman, 2015). The researcher
achieved data saturation by the third interview. Additionally, member checking with
each participant verified data saturation was reached by clearing up any
misrepresentation of the data.
I conducted a semistructured interview with each eligible participant at their
location of choice that was free of distractions (Scheibe et al., 2015). When going
through the interview process, the researcher obtained better results by choosing a quiet
and comforting environment where it was easier for the participants to be open (Anyan,
2013). Additionally, I followed the interview protocol (see Appendix A) and included
the same interview questions for all participants. Researchers can perform consistent
interviews to reach data saturation (Archambault et al., 2015).
Ethical Research
Informed consent refers to the disclosure of pertinent details by the researcher to
the participant (Chiumento et al., 2015). The disclosure should entail how the
participant’s information as well as the data collected through the study will be used.
With this disclosure, the ethical responsibility of the researcher to the privacy of the
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participant has been fulfilled and it is in the hands of the participant to consent to these
actions or decline to participate (Dranseika et al., 2017). This concept regarding the
fulfillment of the ethical requirement through informed consent is analogous to the ideas
presented by Cahana and Hurst (2015). Cahana and Hurst (2015) described informed
consent as permissions to include participants’ personal information and not to use this
access to exploit all points along the way. This approach viewed informed consent as the
first step in ethical protection of participants, not the singular, overarching solution.
During the initial meeting, I furnished each participant with a copy of an informed
consent form (see Appendix C), interview questions, and my point of contact. The
researcher designed the informed consent process to ensure the rights of all participants
are not violated during the data collection process (Chiumento et al., 2015). The
researcher must ensure that all participants are familiar with the process and that they
understand the study is voluntary (Crockett et al., 2013). The consent form details (a) the
purpose of the study, (b) procedures, (c) the researcher’s role in the study, (d) statement
of confidentiality, (e) withdrawing from the study, (f) description of
incentives/compensation, (g) risks and benefits of being in the study, (h) contact
information, and (i) consent. I required each participant to read and sign the consent form
prior to being interviewed. Prior to member checking, each participant received a copy of
the fully executed consent form.
At any time, the participants were able to withdraw from the study. I informed
each participant that participation in this study is voluntary and that they may withdraw at
any time with no consequences or penalties. Any participant planning to withdraw from
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the study should inform the point of contact at the earliest opportunity (Zang & Creswell,
2013). Prior to moving on within the form, I continued to express the importance of each
participant’s rights in withdrawing from the study. Furthermore, I informed each
participant that there would be no incentives offered before, during, or after the study.
Researchers who offer incentives risk the chance of having adverse effects on the data
(Robinson, 2014). Instead, I continued to encourage voluntary participation, and I
informed each participant that their involvement in the study could benefit other security
managers in protecting their data from breaches within the cloud (Crockett et al., 2013).
To assure that the ethical protection of participants was adequate, I followed all
legal and ethical requirements established by Walden University in conjunction with the
Belmont Report. The identities and organizations of participants of a study should remain
confidential (Cooper et al., 2016). Insurance of anonymity and personal data protection is
of paramount importance to those who volunteer for studies in today’s information age.
Lohle and Terrell (2014) detailed different methods to protect the identities of
participants by disguising their identities. I ensured the confidentiality of each participant,
organization, and secondary data (SD) by assigning them a unique study ID (i.e.
Organizations 001, 002, and so on; Participants 001A, 002A, and so on; and Secondary
Data SD01A, SD01B and so on). Cooper et al. (2016) noted the use of study codes is a
sufficent measure for maintaining the confidentiality and protecting the privacy by
providing additional safeguards of each participant or organization involved. The
researched assured privacy and confidentiallity of the data that was provided to prevent
people from determining the participant’s identity and organization (Khan, 2014). The
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Walden University Institutional Review Board (IRB) number for this study is 03-05-190542898.
I will store the data securely for 5 years to protect the confidentiality of each
participant and their organization. All the paper documents collected during the research
are stored in a locked safe. The data created or collected electronically is password
protected and stored in a separate file on the computer. At the end of the 5 year period, I
will destroy all hard copy documents by shredding, and all electronic data and recordings
will be permanently destroyed.
Data Collection Instruments
I was the primary data collection instrument in this study. Yin (2013) stated the
main instrument in the data collection process is the researcher. As research continued to
evolve, Yin (2017) later concluded that data collection should include a minimum of two
sources to include direct observation, documents, artifacts, interviews, archived records,
and participant observation. I used semistructured interviews with audio recordings and
direct observation to include journal notes and the current analysis of publicly available
data.
Interviewing is a way of collecting data to help direct the participant in
responding to a specific research question (Stuckey, 2013). I collected data using a
semistructured interview protocol. Winbaum & Onwuegbuzie (2016) concluded a
semistructured interview allows the use of an interview guide, with the order of the
questions altered based on the direction of the interview and additional questions asked
for the purpose of prompting and probing. I used semistructured interviews to ask open-
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ended questions and support the collection of rich data. Additionally, I followed an
interview protocol (see Appendix A). White (2017) observed that researchers should ask
each participant the same questions throughout the interview. By following the protocol, I
maintained consistency of my semistructured interviews.
In addition to the conduct of semistructured interviews, I collected and reviewed
publicly available data related to data breach and the security of the Internet cloud. Yin
(2013) stated that a secondary source in relation to the interview could help expand and
confirm the data collected from each interviewee; therefore, the publicly available data
was used to verify the findings of the data I collected during the interview process. A
researcher should take the time to observe each data collection instrument carefully
because evidence may have the tendency to arise verses listening (Hunt, 2014).
Minimizing the amount of talk time with each participant and during the recording of the
interviews will allow the observation of participants’ verbal and physical behavior in a
neutral setting (Houghton et al., 2013).
I used member checking and triangulation to verify the accuracy, reliability and
credibility of my study. Birt et al. (2016) believed member checking involves returning
and reviewing the results of the study with the participants. Additionally, member
checking and data triangulation are used to ensure the authenticity of data (Carter et al.,
2014). The member checking process allowed each participant to revisit his or her words
and provide further clarification. Additionally, it also allowed the participants to double
check and make sure their answers were recorded correctly during the transcribing
process (Widodo, 2014). The advantage of completing member checking is to understand
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the issue at hand better (Doody & Noonan, 2013). In the interview, I allowed each
participant to speak on the current strategies that work for their organization as well as
allowed them to provide information on what they thought might work out better. The
disadvantage of member checking can be the amount of time the researcher must put into
transcribing and going back with follow-up interviews (Jamshed, 2014). Once the
member checking process was completed, I had each participant confirm my
interpretation by providing a transcript review and using member checking. I used
member checking because it allowed me to verify participants’ responses to the interview
questions appropriately.
Data Collection Technique
The purpose of this study was to find out what strategies some information
security leaders in the aerospace and defense contractor industry used to protect cloudbased data from security breaches. Yin (2017) described six sources of collecting data in
case study to include documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation,
researcher or participant observation, and physical artifacts. The data collection technique
that I utilized in this study was a semistructured interview protocol (see appendix A) and
additional documentation to help guide me in gathering data from each participant.
Cachia and Millward (2011) deemed a semistructured interview is practical when
collecting qualitative research data. Conducting a face-to-face semistructured interview
allowed me to focus on the topic being observed and decrease the chances of the
interviewee not answering. Another key aspect in using the semistructured technique is
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obtaining in-depth responses to each of the questions highlighted in the interview
protocol (Qu & Dumay, 2011).
I utilized technology tools such as Freeconference, Microsoft Outlook, and email.
Further, I obtained data from emails, face-to-face meetings and interviews. Technology
tools such as SKYPE and Video Conferencing were not necessary because all of my
potential participants are local. The target was to find a convenient atmosphere that is
accessible, comfortable, and relaxed. An interview transcript was emailed to participants
for their review, feedback, and confirmation to make sure the collected data was filtered
to improve the reliability and relevance of the study.
A researcher’s interview protocol works as an instrument that asks questions
related to the aims of a study, as well as serving as a conversation on a particular topic
(Patton, 2015). The interview protocol contained instructions on how to conduct an
interview properly that should take no more than two hours. I decided on this time
because it takes time, careful listening, and intentional follow up for participants to
explain their experiences (Castillo-Montoya, 2016). The instructions I developed for the
interview protocol included open-ended questions and prompted me to watch for
nonverbal cues. Additionally, I collected data through other documentation such as
publicly available data to get a better understanding of securing data within the cloud.
Anderson et al. (2014) suggested a researcher who uses organizational policies as a
source of data collection is better able to recognize, record, and transmit organizational
practices.
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One advantage to using semistructured interviewing is that the researcher can
prepare the questions in advance (Doody & Noonan, 2013). This allowed me the
opportunity to be well prepared and knowledgeable during the interview process.
Secondly, semistructured interviews is an efficent and effective method that produces
rich and detailed information during the qualitative data collection process (O’Keeffe et
al., 2016). Interviewees had the opportunity to ask me any questions they may have had
or seek further clarification about any question they wanted to revisit during the interview
process. Another advantage of a semistructured interview is the opportunity for the
interviewer to observe nonverbal communication from the participants (Irvine et al.,
2013). While carrying out the interviews, the process was recorded which afforded me
the ability to conduct direct observation with each participant.
The disadvantage to semistructured interviewing is the presence of potential
biases due to the degree of subjectivity (Baskarada, 2014). This could have a skew on the
results of the study, so it is important to verify there is no bias during member checking.
Another disadvantage included the interviewer giving out unconscious cues that may
persuade the participant to give expected answers (Jamshed, 2014). Last, another
disadvantage included the participants not being available or the feeling that their privacy
will not be protected (Stuckey et al., 2014). The researcher managed disadvantages by
contacting all participants a few days before their scheduled interview to make sure they
were still available for their allotted time, reiterating the ethics and importance of privacy
prior to the start of the interview, and continuing to maintain the rapport that was
established.
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Utilizing publicly available data as a data source is in alignment with current
recommendations for case study data collection (Rule & John, 2015). The advantages of
using secondary data such as publicly available data include a saving in time and costeffectiveness, easy accessibility, and information being collected from another person
rather than the researcher. Researchers look for efficient ways that can save time and are
cost effective (Church, 2001). In some cases, secondary data are more accessible and can
generate common patterns (Johnston, 2014). The disadvantages of secondary data may
include the available data not being collected to address the particular research question
(Cheng & Phillips, 2014).
When the interview process was completed, I performed member checking within
10 days of the original interview. Member checking played a significant role in validating
information (Andrasik et al., 2014). Member checking allowed participants the
opportunity to check or approve the aspects of the interpretation of the data they provided
(Carlson, 2010). The interview protocol provided instructions for member checking.
During the follow-up, I shared a concise summary of the responses from all open-ended
questions and allowed the participants to respond by agreeing or disagreeing with the
information transcribed. I also took the opportunity to clarify and go back to any
unanswered questions in order to collect the right data.
Data Organization Technique
Data tracking systems can be helpful in data collection and allow sequential
analysis (Meinecke et al., 2017). For instance, I deem it prudent to make use of file
names for purposes of consistency and reduce inconsistency. Therefore, I will keep track
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of data through research logs and records that will be stored in a folder named for each
case study. Tracking systems help researchers achieve effective data collection and
structure (Anney, 2014). A researcher uses a research log for record keeping purposes
and secretly identifies each participant (Yin, 2017). I utilized a research log within this
study and will store all hard copy data and recordings in a fire protected locked safe
located within my home for 5 years. After the conclusion of 5 years, I will destroy all
data. Assigning generic codes to all participants allows the researcher to maintain
confidentially and allows for organization (Yin, 2017).
Additionally, once I analyzed all the data from the interviews, observation field
notes, and publicly available documents, I recorded the themes and encrypted the
information with NVivo®, and stored the confidential documents into Dropbox. I created
a backup of the data on a universal serial bus (USB) drive, encrypted the information, and
stored the drive in a locked file cabinet in my home. I will keep all data, both hardcopy
and electronic, for 5 years before deleting or destroying it. After 5 years, I will remove all
data I store in the Dropbox and shred any hard copy documents kept in the locked file
cabinet.
Data Analysis
The best way to organize data is to go back to the interview guide and identify
and differentiate between questions and topics that were derived (O’Connor & Gibson,
2003). Triangulation utilizes more than one particular approach in order to obtain richer
and fuller data by confirmong the results of the phenomenon being studied (Wilson,
2014).
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Carter et al. (2014) identified four types of triangulation; (a) method triangulation, (b)
investigator triangulation, (c) theory triangulation, and (d) data triangulation. Data
triangulation is the most suitable data analysis for this qualitative case study. Data
triangulation involves the collection of data from different sources such as people,
groups, families, and communities, etc. to gain multiple perspectives and increase the
validity of a study (Carter et al., 2014). In addition to conducting interviews, I collected
data through different sources such as publicly available data and through direct
observation. I confirmed the data through member checking.
Principally, there are four fundamental aspects of qualitative data analysis;
coding, classifying, categorizing, and labelling of primary patterns (Elliott, 2018). Coding
is an important part of data analysis that involves discovering of themes that encompass
abstract constructs that investigators identify before, during and after the process of data
collection (Theron, 2015). Classification enables researchers to complete the task of data
collection successfully (Maylor & Blackmon, 2015). The categorization process involves
scanning data to develop a phenome that share common characteristics and relationships
(Elliott, 2018). Labelling is the final stage of qualitative data analysis. It entails indexing
or assigning data codes to phenomena that are used to distinguish them based on their
similarities and differences (Anney, 2014). In this stage, the researcher put data in
meaningful analytical units to reduce technicality and complexity to enhance
understanding.
In qualitative research, data collection and data analysis are integral tasks that
usually complement each other (Anney, 2014). This means that they equally depend on
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one another if the objectives of a qualitative research are to be addressed satisfactorily.
Hence, data analysis and data collection will always overlap (Sutton & Austin, 2015).
Before data collection tasks are completed, a substantial period is spent on data analysis
particularly when pilot tests must be conducted at the beginning of a qualitative research
(Mancini et al., 2017). As time goes on, the researcher dedicates more time to data
analysis, and less time is spent on data collection.
Themes and patterns emerged as I transferred interview transcripts and external
information using NVivo®, a qualitative data management software used for data
analysis (Zamawe, 2015). NVivo® empowers researchers to include information and
recognize topics and patterns, data organization, and coding (Houghton et al., 2013).
Gibson, Webb, and Lehn, (2014) showed that analysts use programming to help with
monitoring and to sort out information. Meyers and Lampropoulou (2013) noticed that
researchers utilize PC programs for arranging and sorting interview responses and
information from different sources. Researchers use PC programming to aid
interpretation, data organization, journaling, and data analysis (Wilerson et al., 2014). I
focused on the key themes and correlated the key themes by conducting the literature
review and the conceptual framework. Last, I compared key themes that I identified
within the literature review and conceptual framework with new studies that were
published during the start of my proposal.
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Reliability and Validity
Reliability
Barry et al. (2014) viewed research as reliable if the outcomes are repeatable and
the foundation of information legitimacy alludes to the precision of the information. A
research study is reliable when another researcher can rehash the study and get
comparative or the correct results (Cope, 2014). A reliable study should be able to show
dependability (Elo et al., 2014).
Dependability refers to the consistency of the research data over similar
conditions (Cope, 2014). Dependability enhances the trustworthiness of the study because
the results of the study are repeatable as well as consistent (Elo et al., 2014). According
to Liu et al. (2015), researchers ensure consistency through the data they collect for the
study to make sure if a different researcher uses the same data, they would arrive at same
findings, interpretations, and conclusions. This is also crucial because it ensures that there
was nothing missed while conducting the study especially in analyzing the collected data.
The researcher applied the same practice for this study. I ensured dependability by
utilizing member checking and providing participants with their transcript responses.
Once I received and verified their responses, I began to analyze the data.
Validity
Validity may refer to the accuracy or correctness of the findings in a research
study (Lueng, 2015). Validity in research helps enhance the trustworthiness of the study
(Golafshani, 2003). The four aspects that ensure validity are credibility, transferability,
confirmability, and data saturation (Sandelowski, 2014).
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Credibility. According to Resnik (2014), credibility is crucial in a study or
research because it enhances the dependability of data. For instance, if the people to be
interviewed can trust the interviewer, then they are likely to give helpful information to
the study. The opposite will happen if the interviewer does not have traits of credibility.
According to Cooper and Schindler (2014), for a study to be credible, it has to prove that
it has shown what the participants intended. To ensure credibility of this study, the
researcher will use member checking where the researcher will double-check all the data
for errors. If the findings of the study show clearly the meanings described by the
participants, then the research can be said to be trustworthy, hence, credible (Cooper &
Schindler, 2014).
As Cope (2014) argued, member checking enhances the accuracy of the data used,
which is important because it means that the results will be accurate as well. Member
checking was done for this study, and each member participated to ensure that the results
are not biased. If a study passes the right procedures, it is considered trustworthy and
credible (Liu et al., 2015). It is important to account for all the information that may have
an effect on the research during the collection and analysis of data (Cooper & Schindler,
2014). These could include participants’ attitudes, which may interfere unconsciously
with the findings.
Transferability. It is important that a study is transferable. Transferability is
important because the results of a study can be significant to another group not
necessarily involved in the study (Elo et al., 2014). To ensure that a study is transferable,
it is important to give all the detailed information that may be helpful to other groups of
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people in conducting research (Cooper & Schindler, 2014). This is achieved through
ensuring that this study explores as much information as possible (Maylor & Blackmon,
2015).
Transferability becomes apparent in this study through describing and
documenting all the procedures so that anyone interested in conducting a similar research
can use. Other than research findings being useful to other researchers, they can also be
useful to certain times, or a particular population (Cooper & Schindler, 2014). As Cope
(2014) argued, the researcher cannot prove that the findings of the research are
transferable. Additionally, it relies on the reasoning that findings can be generalized or
transferred to other settings or groups (Elo et al., 2014).
Confirmability. Cope (2014) indicated that confirmability ensures that the
researcher represents participants’ responses and not the researcher’s bias. According to
Houghton et al. (2013), a researcher normally conducts confirmability to make sure that
the results provided, or the data used, is not biased. Confirmability is usually conducted
by various means. Cooper and Schindler (2014) affirmed all the procedures used when
collecting and analyzing data will be documented for this case and will be presented to
confirm that they are done in the right way. A data audit can also be conducted to ensure
that the right data was used (Nowell et al., 2017).
For the purpose of confirmability, Mehmood et al. (2016) stated that it is
important that the researcher also document all the negative instances in the study. These
instances are normally useful in determining what may have caused bias in the study
(Houghton et al., 2013). For this study, the researcher will properly document all negative
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instances to enhance confirmability of the study. That way it is possible to tell what
caused bias in the study. As Maylor and Blackmon (2015) stated, an audit trail is one of
the best and most common means of establishing conformity in a study. An audit trail
was established through making sure the data collection, analysis, and interpretation were
correctly detailed.
Data Saturation. Data saturation is accomplished in research when no new
themes occur, and there is enough information to replicate the study (Marshall et al.,
2013). Failure to reach data saturation affects the quality of the research being conducted
and hampers content validity (Fusch & Ness, 2015). I ensured data saturation by (a)
conducting in-depth semistructured interviews, (b) member checking all interview
transcripts and recordings, and (c) implementing data triangulation by reviewing current
and past company policy and procedures. By implementing these methods, I ensured that
I collected rich and thick data for this qualitative multiple-case study. Additionally, data
saturation was reached by the third interview.
Transition and Summary
In Section 2 of this study, I restated the main purpose of the study and defined the
role of the researcher, the targeted participants, the research method and design, and
population and sampling. Additionally, I also further explained the importance of ethical
research, data collection instruments and techniques, data organization techniques, and
data analysis plans, and the reliability and validity of the study. By identifying the
qualitative multiple case study design, this methodology supported the collection of data
from information security leaders in order to discover the strategies being used to protect
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data from the breaches within the Internet cloud. In Section 3, I presented the findings of
the study and discussed how the findings from this study might have a positive or adverse
effect on current strategies being implemented by information security leaders. Last, I
closed out the research by providing the study’s conclusion.
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Section 3: Application to Professional Practice and Implications for Change
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore the
successful strategies that some information security leaders use to protect cloud-based
data from security breaches to improve organizational profitability. I interviewed seven
information security leaders within seven aerospace and defense contractor companies in
Washington, D.C. The interview responses and eight publicly available sources (inclusive
of organizational information) related to data breach and the security of the Internet cloud
provided me with the information to address the research question that guided this study.
The interviews took place in a quiet and comfortable location where participants were
free to respond to six semistructured questions (see Appendix B). Based on the research
question and analysis of the data, I identified three emergent themes from the research:
(a) authentication methods, (b) encryption, and (c) personnel training and awareness. The
conceptual framework that guided this study was IST.
Presentation of the Findings
The research question that guided this study was: What successful strategies did
some information security leaders in the aerospace and defense contractor industry use to
protect cloud-based data from security breaches to improve organizational profitability?
The findings may assist information security or IT professionals in developing an
effective risk management approach that reduces data breaches. I conducted
semistructured interviews to gain an in-depth understanding. In addition to
semistructured interviews, I reviewed publicly available organizational data and recently
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published documents to collect data for this study. Access to publicly available
documents allowed for validation of the information obtained during the interview. I
conducted all interviews in a distraction-free conference room, and each interview lasted
45 minutes.
The interviewees answered six semistructured questions that were centralized
around the research questions. The interviews were recorded and transcribed using
software such as TemiTM and TrintTM . Once the transcription process was complete, I
performed member checking by asking participants to verify their transcripts. Member
checking continues to be an important quality control process in qualitative research
(Harper & Cole, 2012). After member checking was verified, I then imported the
transcripts, organizational data, and published documents into NVivo ® 12 software and
began analyzing and coding the data in search of common themes. By using the NVivo ®
12 software, I was able to identify three core emergent themes. The three themes were (a)
strong authentication methods, (b) encryption, and (c) personnel training and awareness.
The following sections present the summary of each theme.
Theme 1: Strong Authentication Methods
Strong authentication methods emerged as a theme from the interviews and
supporting documents. A strong authentication method involves implementing both twoand multifactor authentications, which aligns with internal controls within the IST and
privacy and security within the literature review. If the cloud becomes compromised by
intruders, all of an organization’s resources will be at risk (Ahmad et al., 2018).
Managing authentication and access control within the cloud is a major challenge that the
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participants addressed (Naik & Jenkins, 2016). Authentication is the procedure by which
an individual that is attempting to access a secured domain is vetted by utilizing the
appropriate accreditations. Authenticating a person by password continues to be the main
power of information security and must be effective to serve as the preferred method for
securing the cloud (Rajamanickam et al., 2020). The objective of the authentication
process is to increase the security level of authorized users and to hinder unauthorized
access (Kaur & Mustafa, 2019). Therefore, passwords should be long and convoluted.
Strong authentication methods were a theme that was common amongst five
(71%) participants and six (75%) of the secondary data documentation. The participants
and secondary data demonstrated that having solid authentication techniques expands
security. Participant 001D stated, “Administrative identity should require strong
authentication across the board and should also have one-time-use credentials that are
generated based on the user and their role.” Participants 001F expressed, “The way to
having solid confirmation is having the option to affirm who is attempting to access the
system (through username and password) and one of the techniques for accomplishing
that is system authentication.” Participant 001G specified, “Privileged users requesting
access will be checked to confirm all security is refreshed before allowing full access to
the secured domain.” Meanwhile, participants 001B and 001E suggested, “Having a
strong factor authorization and authentication process in place will safeguard sensitive
information that is stored in the Internet cloud.”
Multifactor authentication. Participant 001D expressed, “Multifactor
authentication should be mandatory and utilized across all users and accounts. Using this
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strategy requires a password as well as an extra technique for the client to confirm their
identity.” Participant 001F conveyed, “When access is given to standard clients, they will
utilize their client ID and their password, which must satisfy the appropriate standards.”
Participant 001G stated,
Multifactor authentication gives an additional type of security by creating layers
of defense which makes it more difficult for intruders to access target areas. If one
of the factors become compromised, the intruder has at least one more barrier to
breach before getting to the intended target. By that time an intrusion detection
should take place.
Archival document analysis on multifactor authentication. SD01C stated,
Multifactor authentication or use of at least two separate identifiers of
authentication instead of using just an ID and password helps increase security
access by adding multiple barriers to inbound user access before actual entry is
allowed. In doing so, this reduces the likelihood of an attacker break-in and makes
it harder for anyone with a stolen password to gain entry to the system by
accessing critical data.
SD01A, in turn, stated,
Multifactor authentication is necessary. Organization 001GG considers, “identity
and authentication services integrate with public key infrastructure (PKI) to
support smart card and multifactor authentication for hosted applications and
management functions. This method implements best practices for identity and
access management (IAM), account management, and role structure.”
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Information in the secondary and organizational publicly available documents
served as confirmation of leaders’ expressed assent that multifactor authentication is
necessary and results in the application of best practices for validating each user access as
described in the interviews. Moreover, as conveyed in the literature, to maintain data
confidentiality in the cloud, users need to implement authentication to minimize data
breaches. Further, the same participants indicated that multifactor authentication
(sometimes referred to two-factor authentication or 2FA) serves as an enhancement to
security by providing two different barriers.
Two-factor authentication. Participant 001B expressed,
Two-factor authentications are important because passwords are antiquated. For
example, single-use passwords as you have seen in the news from Target to
Amazon to Google is hackable. Passwords are the number one easiest thing to
break. In turn, we try to go with a two-factor authentication code.”
Participant 001F encouraged, “Going with a two-factor authentication method to add an
extra layer of security designed to ensure that you're the only person who can access
your account and prevent the potential of hacking.”
Archival document analysis on two-factor authentication. SD01E stated,
“Two-factor authentication can be applied for restricting unauthorized access. Moreover,
role-based access control mechanism can be implemented which is an important method
to restrain the availability of information needed to perform a certain task.” SD01F
conveyed, “Authentication must be implemented at various levels in the system.” SD01A
stated, “It is also important for organizations to invest in the infrastructure to support and
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making sure all personnel understand the importance of two-factor authentication.”
Organization 001FF stated,
Other password security measures to include when it comes to two-factor
authentication is not using the same passwords across multiple accounts, making
sure your user passwords are at least eight characters long and consist of a unique
combination. It is encouraged that passwords include uppercase and lowercase
letters, symbols, and numbers, and do not include identifiable words such as
birthdates, addresses or phone numbers in your passwords.
A strong authentication method was a frequent theme amongst the participants
and secondary data, which also aligned with the conceptual framework that guided this
study. Hong et al. (2003) used IST to assist in identifying unknown gaps and the lack of
pertinent information related to information security risk. Users’ being able to implement
proper authentication methods reduces the perceived risks from improper authentication.
Additionally, Hong et al. (2003) applied the IST to assist in establishing control systems
and security policies, which in turn is enforced by proper authentication methods in
securing networks.
There is additional literature that supports the reasons for a strong authentication
method. Many organizations are trying to increase account security by stressing the
importance of authentication to include both two-factor and multifactor authentication
(Albayram et al., 2017). Some information security individuals trust the authentication
practices that implement public-key cryptography and stonger mutual athentication as the
right approach (Ghazizadeh et al., 2014). Cloud systems require protection mechanisms
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that will continuously monitor network activity and detect intrusions (Ahmad et al.,
2018). Individuals tend to underestimate the risk involved when it comes to the
importance of cloud security. Huang et al. (2011) and Albayram et al. (2017) found risk
awareness to be a substantial factor in increasing users’ willingness to follow security
advice (e.g., choosing secure passwords), hence, the relation to the IST.
The collected data from the participant’s response and the publicly available data
on authentication methods support the conceptual framework and the relation to the
importance of authentication. Adding an extra layer of verification such as multi-factor
authentication to the cloud adds an additional form of security (Abdellaoui et al., 2016).
Multifactor authentication serves as a centralized access control mechanism to secure
data in the cloud (Anakath et al., 2019). When talking about security, user responsibility
and accountability are mechanisms to help achieve security goals such as keeping data
private (Duncan & Whittington, 2015). Chanda (2016) stated users tend to set short and
easy to remember passwords, which are highly vulnerable to attacks. Therefore, a
computer-generated password generally possess a higher degree of randomness and
security.
Table 1
Strong Authentication Methods (Frequency)
Source of data

Data collected from

Total number of references

Participants

5

10

Secondary data

6

7
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Theme 2: Encryption
Cloud computing is a version of an IT service model where cloud customers can
remotely store any type of data into the cloud to enjoy the benefit of on-demand highquality applications and services from a shared pool of configurable computing resources
(Marston et al., 2011; Mell & Grance, 2011; Marchisotti et al., 2019). Systems under
cloud computing distribute and nest many resources and private information, therefore
the cloud environment is an easy target for intruders looking for possible vulnerabilities
to exploit (Ahmad et al., 2018). Suguma and Raja (2018) stated to protect data privacy,
sensitive data, which may include e-mails, personal health records, photo albums, tax
documents, financial transactions, and other data, organizations should encrypt the
information before outsourcing to the commercial public cloud or other users.
Encryption was an item that was common among four (57%) participants and
seven (88%) of the secondary data (see Table 2). Many leaders have reported privacy and
security breaches due to lost or stolen assets. In response, Participants 001B, 001D, 001E,
and 001F stated, “Organizations now use encryption to mitigate the risks of unencrypted
data assets throughout the entire data lifecycle.” Participant 001F concluded, “Encryption
enables secure data sharing with suppliers and customers and integration of encryption
solutions with existing infrastructure is highly recommended to enhance data security.”
Archival document analysis on encryption. Organization 001FF stated, “Many
organizations have reported privacy and security breaches due to lost or stolen assets. In
response, many leaders within an organization use encryption to mitigate risks of
unencrypted data assets throughout the entire data lifecycle. This also enables secure data
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sharing with suppliers and customers. Integration of encryption solutions with existing
infrastructure is highly recommended to enhance data security.” Additionally, SD01C
stated, “Encryption is the conversion of data into seemingly random, incomprehensible
data which ensures that data remains jumbled to everyone for whom it is not intended,
even if the intended user has access to the encrypted data.”
Data at rest encryption is a method to protect data at rest within the cloud server.
Participant 001E stated,
When it comes to data at rest, they incorporate different things such as encryption
methods like S3, which is where you store all your files. Individuals can encrypt a
service by enabling encryption on buckets. Securing data at rest and migrating
data from one source to another while it is there in storage capacity involves
encryption. Leaders should make sure, depending on the circumstance with the
data, that the data remains secure. Again, this secures data at rest while it is sitting
there and not in transit.
Participant 001B stated, “Their organization stresses multifactor authentication at this
state for the added layer of protection.”
Collectively, Participants 001B, 001D, 001E, and 001F stated,
The most critical part for the implementation of any of these methods is key
management for data encryption and decryption. The most common way to
protect data in motion is to utilize encryption with authentication, which can
safely pass data to or from the server within the cloud.
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Organization 001GG believed, “Encryption of data at rest should utilize built-in cloud
and third-party solutions and full volume encryption of cloud storage to protect data from
unintentional disclosure and malicious activity.”
Data in transit involves the flow of information over a public or unsecured
network. Participant 001B shared,
In terms of securing the data their organization does encryption in transit and at
rest. We set up transport layer security (TLS) protocols and Internet protocol
security (IP SEC) tunnels just to make sure the data being transcribed between
their infrastructure and client cloud service provider is encrypted.
SD01B stated, “This process makes the other major security aspect difficult. Also, while
this process is taking place, they apply the aspect of monitoring and two-factor
authentication.” Participant 001E added,
While the data is in transit, they assure that the data is secure from any breaches
or any type of leak by implementing https, or any type of SSL encryption which
will secure the data while transferring from one source to the other, or any
location while it’s moving.
Archival document analysis on data in transit. Reflective of the interview
findings, SD01D stated, “All these mechanisms involved with data in transit is intended
to make sure that organizational data remains safe.” Organization 001GG stated,
When it comes to the data itself, like accessing the data, they make sure that there
are no breaches from whenever there is an end-user or someone who is trying to
access the data or whenever we provide the data to them, they also want to make
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sure that while providing that data, there's no breach or any type of mishandling
with the data from one user to another. Therefore, they incorporate factoring
authentication.
Information in the secondary and organizational publicly available documents
served as confirmation of leaders expressed assertion that encryption is necessary
because it allows the user to protect data securely as described in the interviews.
Moreover, as conveyed in the literature, to maintain data in the cloud, organizational
leaders should ensure that only legal users have the authority to access certain data to
minimize data breaches. Further, participants 001B, 001D, 001E, and 001F indicated that
encryption securely protects files and other sensitive information when file sharing as
well as mitigating risks of spillage.
The use of cloud computing is snowballing into one of the most promising
platforms which has increased rapidly in many organizations (Miyan, 2017). According
to Gaidhani et al. (2017), cloud computing poses confidentiality concerns where data
might be leaked either accidentally or intentionally, or by an external attacker who
succeeds in gaining unauthorized access and the solution is data encryption. In order to
improve the security and confidentiality of the data stored in the cloud, users must
encrypt before uploading into the cloud (Lakshmi, 2017). Additional literature shows that
data confidentiality is achieved through proper encryption methods within the cloud
(Miyan, 2017). Therefore, encryption is one of the best ways to make data in the cloud
secured (Sharma, 2017).
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Data privacy is an increasing concern for business leaders today and privacy
issues effects all types of stakeholders within the cloud (David & Dhillon, 2019). To
protect data privacy it requires encrypting and decrypting the data files while in
transmission over the cloud (Agarkhed & Ashalatha, 2017). Various encryption
techniques and valuable mechanisms are used to ensure that data is shared between valid
users (Kaur & Kaur, 2018).When it comes to cloud computing, this technology enables
organizations to expand IT limits without putting into a new framework and authorizes
new programming (Khan, 2019). This offers flexibility, economic saving, availability,
and efficency by being available remotely (De Donno et al., 2019). Data protection is one
of the most important security element because organizations will not be able to transfer
their data to the remote machine because of the lack of guarantee of data protection
(Shaik et al., 2017). Without the proper encryption technique, information travelling
through computer networks may be vulnerable to being intercepted, modified, fabricated
or even interrupted by an unauthorized user (Mehran & Khayyambashi, 2017).
Not only was encryption a common theme between the participants, but it also
aligns with the IST when it comes to the component of control and auditing. When it
comes to control and auditing, Hong et al. (2003) suggest that an organization should
establish information security controls to maintain access controls and organizational
security. Encryption is aligned with the IST under the component of information security.
Security policies are important for ensuring compliance with security practices in an
organization (Ismail et al., 2015). IST provides the basis for the research framework
concerning information systems security and highlights the importance of integrating
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effective security components within an organization to ensure that any type of data is
properly classified and protected.
Table 2
Encryption (Frequency)
Source of data

Data collected from

Total number of references

Participants

4

9

Secondary data

7

13

Theme 3: Personnel Training and Awareness
A third major theme that emerged from the analysis of the data is the training and
awareness of personnel. Awareness is the first line of defense for the security of
information systems and networks (Tasevski, 2016). All seven (100%) participants and
four (50%) secondary documents indicated that the lack of training or training to stay
updated with the transition to the cloud prevents the successful implementation of cloud
security strategies. The findings showed that information security leaders need to align
the personnel of their organization and repurpose them to focus on more business
effective solutions. Providing adequate training builds the personnel’s knowledge of how
important a part they play in securing proprietary data and how much of a benefit cloud
computing can be to the organization. By not providing the proper awareness and training
to personnel, an organization can become exposed to a variety of security risks for which
people, rather than system or application vulnerabilities, are the threats and points of
entry (Piplode & Singh, 2012). Olusegun and Ithnin (2013) stated educating users on the
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criticality of information security is vital and important to the mission of establishing
sustainable information security in any organization.
Participant 001A stated, “Old-timers like me, like to do things the way we like to
do things and training seasoned individuals can be a struggle. However, training is
necessary for making people understand the risk associated with securing data within the
cloud.” Participant 001B highly suggested, “Security awareness training for all personnel
and staff.” Participant 001C indicated,
That the breach analysis they read recently points to a lack of competent
administration when looking at root cause analysis of cloud data breaches. It
would appear from the data that the press to move vast amounts of data to cloudbased solutions has outpaced our training and education process. Many root cause
analyses simply point to the fact that administration personnel did not know what
they were doing when it came to configuring or services they were enabling. The
lack of training, poor use of tools, lack of understanding of the organization’s
business functions all have led to significant data breaches.
Additionally, participant 001C recommended,
Organizations should accelerate the pace of training so it can better match the
pace at which an organization migrates or establishes its services and data using
cloud-based solutions. This is not unique to cloud solutions. Before cloud-based
breaches, system administration personnel remained the root cause of data
loss/compromise.
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Participant 001D stated, “Organizations should want to train people.
Organizations should want to embed the importance of security in their security training
and train their users on things like phishing and spam and other types of attempts.”
Participant 001F said, “Organizations should also want to make sure users are aware of
any acts such as trying to gain unauthorized access into the system. Building this
continuously will help.” Participant 001E continued, “To encourage the use of personnel
and customer awareness and identified different avenues to gain appropriate training.”
Archival document analysis on personnel training and awareness. SD01A
stated, “Raising awareness among cloud actors about different aspects of security and
privacy, regularly, is necessary. Cloud application developers must be trained on and
encouraged to use a security development life cycle.” SD01E indicated,
A cloud system must be dynamic and flexible. Seminars, workshops, and
conferences should be organized for the training and education of personnel on a
regular basis after a certain period. Education and training programs perform a
significant role in achieving information privacy and security in the cloud. After t
he workshop or seminar, skills of the technical personnel should be tested for
understanding.
SD01F specified, “Employee resistance can be expected when the introduction of
new technology gets adopted by an organization. Organization 001GG assumed,
“Personnel training is an effective tool for managers to prepare employees for the change.
Personnel training also furthers the knowledge and helps facilitate learning amongst all
personnel involved.”
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Information in the secondary and organizational publicly available documents
served as confirmation of leaders expressed assentation that personnel training and
awareness is necessary because it teaches all personnel to understand the risks and threats
involved when it comes to the data in the cloud as described in the interviews. Moreover,
as conveyed in the literature, to maintain data in the cloud, organizations should ensure
that all personnel are aware of the consequences of failing to protect data from outside
intruders. Further, the same participants indicated that proper personnel training and
awareness helps prevent breaches.
Personnel training and awareness relates to both the IST and literature review.
This theme relates by instilling a detailed and thorough security policy and relates to
managers setting expectations, establishing appropriate rules for user behavior, and
establishing a baseline of employees’ responsibilities (Hong et al., 2003). The IST offers
a fresh perspective on approaching employee enterprises. A part of IST focuses on the
importance of security guidelines and policies to remain effective; it is ideal that all
personnel are trained and aware. Continuing to regulate consumer privacy and security
also challenges government enforcement of data protection laws (King & Raja, 2012).
Lafuente (2015) stated that before any big data project begins organizations should have
the right mechanisms in place to protect that data which is acquired through awareness
and training. Security awareness is a crucial part of any information security program
either at a personal or organizational level (Alruwaili, 2019).
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Table 3
Personnel Training and Awareness (Frequency)
Source of data

Data collected from

Total number of references

Participants

6

14

Secondary data

4

8

Applications to Professional Practice
The most significant contribution from the study findings may be the
identification of the best practices aerospace and defense contractor organizations use to
protect cloud-based data within the cloud. Information security leaders are gradually
finding it difficult to determine the best solution to protect cloud-based data. However,
the findings obtained from this study resulted in key themes that may be useful and used
by organizations and companies in their practices to encourage organizational
improvement. The most significant contribution may be the potential to minimize data
breaches, which could increase business performance and profitability. Without proper
controls, data breaches within the cloud will continue to rise and cause harm to customers
and organizations. The findings will be beneficial to information security leaders,
business leaders, and IT professionals to strengthen security protocols and privacy
defense mechanisms within the cloud which promotes the migration of data into the
cloud.
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Intrusions with the theft of data can cause organizations harm by the intruder
gaining access to systems and consumer data (Barona & Anita, 2017). This results in
grave damage to an organization’s reputation and the loss of consumer and customer
confidence. With the increase in cloud computing, personnel training and awareness is a
requirement in enhancing security awareness to minimize data breaches. The findings of
this study may help information security leaders in reducing the costs incurred in the
efforts to respond quickly to cases of breach of data within the cloud. By implementing
these security strategies, other organizations and industries may adopt successful
strategies, increase customer’s confidence, and sustain the reputation of the organization.
The strategies demonstrated by the findings from this study are critical to IT
professionals by aligning cloud computing with business models and successful strategies
to address the effects of data breaches on the performance of businesses (Joia &
Marchisotti, 2018). The characteristic of cloud adoption have an effect on an
organizations privacy as well as security (Tyagi et.al, 2019). The findings of this study
identified successful authentication methods, encryption, and personnel training and
awareness requirements to minimize a breach within the cloud. By providing successful
security strategies, organizations are equipped with the tools to mitigate risks of breaches
efficiently.
The cloud is evolving into a reliable storage; however, there are substantial
security issues such as ensuring confidentiality, integrity and privacy (Udendhran, 2017).
The findings of this study can be used to provide additional resources for information
security managers to use in their efforts to protect data within the cloud environment.
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Business, Governments, and private organizations make extensive use of information and
the most current technologies, and as a result security is of utmost importance (Alruwaili,
2019). Implementing the best practices identified in the study findings can assist in the
mitigation of the data security threats. Moreover, the findings may also help information
security leaders reduce the cost incurred while protecting confidential data by forcing
organizations to adopt security best practices, and efficiently training employees to
respond to growing security threats (Manworren et.al, 2016). Data breaches pose a
significant security and privacy risk on stakeholders, stockholders, and affected
consumers of an organization (Zou & Schaub, 2019). Therefore, information security
managers and business leaders should implement successful strategies that protect
consumer data and other types of information that are confidential. These best practices
may lead to the improvement of the current security presence within the organization and
used as a guideline by the business and organizational leaders to ensure the protection of
such kinds of confidential information.
The internet cloud is used in a range of organizations in different industries.
Therefore, data is an asset that is critical and has to be protected against breaches and
threats. One of the most critical challenges related to cloud computing is earning
consumers trust by ensuring adequate privacy and security for sensitive date (King &
Raja, 2012). The difficulty is how to ensure consumer’s data is safe in the cloud (Zhang,
2011). Data leakage can be caused by internal or external breaches, either intentional or
inadvertently (Cheng et al., 2017). The study findings can assist security leaders in
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implementing strategies that control the varying and growing risks and vulnerabilities to
the cloud infrastructure.
Large numbers of industries have adopted or developed cloud services and stored
sensitive data over the cloud (Alam, 2018). Therefore, data as an asset is critical and must
be protected against breaches and threats. Data protection includes fostering protective
countermeasures against criminal threats. The exposure of data may lead to severe
consequences and cause customers and organizations to lose their money and reputation
due to data breaches (Basheer, 2020). One of the greatest concerns within an organization
is unauthorized access to data (Yisa, 2018). The study findings can assist security leaders
in implementing strategies that protect from the potential loss of data from unauthorized
access within the cloud infrastructure.
One of the outcomes from the study is a clear understanding that when
successfully implementing data breach strategies within the cloud infrastructure, it helps
control the compromise of data. Implementing data breach strategies could help
organizations in detecting, identifying, and analyzing potential threats so that future
occurrences of data breaches can be minimal. Additionally, the results from the study
may provide information security leaders with an in-depth understanding of data
breaches, to include strategies used to decrease the possibility of security occurrences.
Implications for Social Change
A vital implication of this study was to find effective ways to reduce breaches
within the cloud. Developing effective strategies used in protecting sensitive information
within the cloud could assist the aerospace and defense contractor industry in achieving
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their organizational goals. With the increase in cloud adoption, the incidence of
cybercrimes has also increased (Alruwali, 2019). Consumer data is considered valuable
assets to an organization. Allowing the consumer and customer to understand that their
sensitive information will be properly stored in a secured cloud will reflect a positive
change. Therefore, organizations should implement best practices to minimize the threat
at which data becomes exposed during a security breach. From a social change
standpoint, the findings of this study may be useful to organizations because it helps
build trust, confidence, and assurance between their customers and consumers. An
organization may result in continuing to uphold its reputation by maintaining a decrease
in compromised data.
Furthermore, the findings explained that when information security leaders
implement distinct security strategies, this encourages a confident cloud environment
knowing that sensitive data will be secured, which promotes cloud usage and consumer
satisfaction. The study findings identified key tools necessary for securing data within the
cloud, which will protect both the consumer and customer from loss or theft of assets and
funds. Additionally, the study findings provided a detailed analysis of the effective
security strategies used by information security leaders that may affect social change by
protecting its consumers and customers’ PII. Effective security strategies, when
implemented, will keep a handle on inappropriate access or destruction of sensitive
information, PII, and proprietary business information.
As the volume of data continues to grow exponentially and data breaches are
becoming more frequent, detection, and prevention of data loss has become one of the
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most pressing security concerns to an enterprise (Cheng et.al, 2017). Data breaches have
proven to be costly for both public and private organaizations (Carre et al., 2018). This
not only affects the organizations downtime but loss of customers, loyalty, and trust all
become a great concern (Choong et al., 2017). The findings of this study can affect social
and behavioral change in various institutions, organizations, and businesses. Although the
advancement of the cloud is starting to become common, few studies have explained its
implication on everyday social life. The results from this study may contribute to positive
social change in the sense of implementing more networks for safeguarding customer and
consumer data.
Recommendations for Action
The research findings generated data to assist information security leaders in
avoiding security breaches within the cloud. The objective of this study was to explore
successful strategies that some information security leaders in the aerospace and defense
contractor industry used to protect cloud-based data from security breaches. If
organizations are starting to move towards adopting cloud computing, information
security leaders should assess their current strategies against effective strategies or if no
strategies exist within their corporate structure, then information security leaders should
adopt effective strategies (Mohlameane & Ruxwana, 2014). Based on the research
findings, I recommend the following actions:
•

Information security leaders should mandate formal training programs for
all staff and personnel to increase security awareness.
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•

Information security leaders should educate personnel by implementing
quarterly security training that focuses on the need to protect sensitive data
through strong authentication and encryption in hopes to minimize the
threat to sensitive data within the cloud.

•

Information security leaders should perform a frequent assessment of
current authentication methods.

I will distribute my research findings to all interested participants and other
interested individuals within IT throughout the country. Lafuente (2015) stated that
people across an organization must understand the consequences of not treating customer
and employee data with proper consideration after exposure of sensitive information
could result in fraud or identity theft. Information security leaders might utilize the results
of this study to design and implement security strategies useful for strengthening the
security and resilience of cloud-based data and to protect consumers from the costs, lost
time, and recovery efforts associated with identity theft. Once the study is approved, a
version of the study will be available to access through ProQuest journal to help other
researchers within the IT field.
Recommendations for Further Research
The limitations of this study included unknown factors such as where the
participants work, limiting the study to seven companies in the aerospace and defense
contractor industry within the Washington D.C. area, participants not having the
appropriate knowledge to make informed responses, and obtaining data from information
security leaders in a limited geographic area in a particular industry. The participants that
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were involved in the study collectively provided strategies used to protect data within the
internet cloud from data breaches. Data breaches are becoming more common and will
continue to pose a threat not only to aerospace and defense contractor companies but to
other industries. Additionally, this study design was appropriate because the focus
centered on both a small geographic area and a limited number of individuals were
chosen as subjects to this study. Therefore, there is a need to expand on this research.
The major limitation of the study was that I focused on a small sample size within
a small geographical area. I recommend that future researchers might consider a larger
sample size on different industries from different geographical areas and regions in the
United States. The other limitation is that the participants might not have had the
appropriate knowledge to make informed responses. Further studies might involve
participants with experience from diverse backgrounds to ensure reliability in the
responses made.
The findings of my study showed that there is a need for leaders or managers in
technology to promote a positive outlook on data and security. Additionally, future
researchers might expand on the findings of my study by examining the effect of the
culture of organizations on the governance of information security. By developing
policies that are in line with the culture of the organization and promoting security
awareness, technology leaders can develop further strategies to minimize data security
breaches to increase the performance of businesses and consumer data protection.
After the findings of this study, a multiple case study might be designed to
explore a bigger sample area, which will show a more accurate assessment of the proper
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protocols to protect cloud-based data from security breaches within a different
geographic location. In addition, it will be of interest to future researchers to explore
protocols and frameworks different Government agencies or private companies outside of
the aerospace and defense industry implement. By studying the outcomes of my research,
leaders within the aerospace defense contractor organizations might develop proper
protocols to protect cloud-based data from security breaches in order to improve
organizational profitability.
I would recommend that future researchers conduct preliminary research on the
organizations where they will choose their participants. This will help reduce the cases of
biased responses and improve the accuracy of the study findings. Future researchers
might also have to conduct the study on other departments within the organization. The
researcher might have to consider the composition of the study sample based on other
factors such as gender or race. Overall, when choosing the participants in future research,
researchers might have to consider all factors applicable.
Future researchers should not have to limit their study on only a few companies in
a single industry. Although it might be a challenge in terms of the costs incurred while
traveling from one geographic area, it is important to consider several industries as
factors for, and issues of data security breaches from industry to industry. This will help
in the attainment of reliable results. Once completed, the findings of future research will
represent the views and experiences of information security leaders and research
participants in different geographic areas.
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Reflections
By utilizing a qualitative multiple case study, I explored best practices technology
managers use to minimize data security breaches within the cloud to improve
organizational profitability. Reflecting on my experiences throughout this process, I
found that best practices were similar from company to company. Each participant in this
study elaborated on the role they played within the organization and how their role had an
effect on the organization’s profitability and capability to adapt to the appropriate
security measures. One of the common themes that the researcher heard from each
organization was how managers continue to play a critical role in leading data security
and awareness.
My doctoral study experience improved my knowledge regarding the importance
of data security within my current organization. The understanding I gained when
interacting with each participant will affect my current and future data security views.
Utilizing open-ended questions in this study provided an opportunity for in-depth
discussions with each participant. This research aligned with recent data security
breaches that occur within the United States, whether reported to the public or not and
further enhanced my awareness of the need for effective protocols. I particularly gained
knowledge on how these breaches have the potential to affect any organization regardless
of the industry and location. I gained more of an in-depth understanding towards the
importance of security from when I first began writing my dissertation.
The most challenging portion of the proposal was identifying participants during
the collection of data. When selecting my participants, I utilized LinkedIn, which
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provided me with each participant’s description, location, and current job status. I
compared the information to those participants that met the criteria to participate and
implemented successful strategies to protect their cloud-based data from security
breaches within their organization. Based on that criterion, I messaged 36 potential
candidates. Out of the 36 potential candidates, I only received responses from seven
individuals who were willing to participate in the study because they were intrigued with
the study during the initial contact and after receiving the informed consent. Once I
started receiving responses, the data collection started to become more exciting versus a
stressful situation. Data saturation was reached by the third interview.
Conclusion
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore
successful strategies that some information security leaders in the aerospace and defense
contractor industry used to protect cloud-based data from security breaches to improve
organizational profitability. The focus of this study was organizations located in
Washington, D.C. By using open-ended questions and reviewing publicly available
security and privacy policy documents, the researcher collected and triangulated data to
address the research question. During the data triangulation process, three themes
emerged during data analysis which identified the best practices information security
leaders use to minimize data security breaches to improve organizational profitability.
The themes identified were (a) strong authentication, (b) encryption, and (c) training
personnel. My findings indicate a need for technology managers to initiate security
awareness and annual security training programs to illustrate the serious nature of
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information security responsibilities. Managers need to become active in their efforts to
adopt and implement industry best practices within their organizations, as well as ensure
that staff receives added functionalities by deploying effective cloud tools such as
authentication and encryption. In addition, information security managers should ensure
their staff remain current on security trends and threats.
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Appendix A: Interview Protocol
Actions

Interview Protocol
Dialogue

Introduction

Hello Mr./Mrs. AAA. I’d like to thank you
once again for being willing to participate in
the interview aspect of my doctoral study. My
name is ABA. I work with ABB where I am an
ABC. I am a doctoral candidate at Walden
University in the Doctor of Business
Administration with a concentration in
Homeland Security. As I have mentioned to
you before, the purpose of this qualitative
multiple case study is to explore strategies that
some information security leaders in the

aerospace and defense contractor industry
use to protect cloud-based data from security
breaches.
This interview should take no more than two
hours. I will ask 6 main questions (will repeat
any questions for clarification purposes). You
have the right to refuse to answer any question.
As a reminder, this interview is confidential;
your name, the name of your organization, and
any other personal identifying information that
could lead to you or your organization being
identified will not be used anywhere in my
paper.
As I begin recording, I will refer to you as
participant 001A and your organization as 001.
Let me know if at any point you want me to
turn off the recorder or keep something you
said off the record.
Do you have any questions or concerns before
we begin?
I will begin the interview at this time.
•
•
•

Begin interview
Watch for nonverbal cues
Observe nonverbal
communication/direct observation

1. What strategies do you use to protect cloudbased data from security breaches?
2. How do you assess the effectiveness of your
organization’s strategies for protecting cloud-
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•
•

Record
Allow participants to revisit any
question

End interview, thank participants, and inform
participants of member checking

based data from security breaches?
3. What strategies were not successful for
protecting cloud-based data from security
breaches?
4. What barriers did you encounter to the
implementation of strategies for protecting
cloud-based data from security breaches?
5. How did you overcome these barriers to the
implementation of strategies for protecting
cloud-based data from security breaches?
6. What additional information would you like
to add regarding securing cloud-based data that
you have not discussed?
Thank you so much for your time and
participation in this study.
The next step in this process is for me to
transcribe the data you provided in this
interview. I will email you a copy of the
interview transcript to each question for your
review, feedback, and confirmation. If I did
not accurately capture your response, please
email me back what you meant to say so that I
can update my information.
In the meantime, can you provide me with
electronic copies of any internal documents or
other pertinent documentation you consider
relevant to my study to get a better
understanding on how your organization
intends to secure data within the cloud?
Do you have any additional questions at this
time?
If you have any questions or concerns that may
develop later, please feel free to contact me by
phone or email.
Once again, thank you for your time and
commitment.
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Appendix B: Recruitment Letter
Date:
Dear (Prospective Participant),
My name is Latasha Rivers and I am a doctoral candidate student enrolled in the Doctor
of Business Administration (DBA) program with a concentration in Homeland Security
at Walden University. You are receiving this letter because a friend and/or relative of
yours participated in my study and thought that you possess the expertise necessary to be
a candidate for participation.
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study is to explore strategies that some
information security leaders in the aerospace and defense contractor industry use to
protect cloud-based data from security breaches. Participation will involve a face-to-face
interview that will be no more than two hours and member checking. In order to be
eligible to participate one must have experience in developing and implementing security
policies, protocols and procedures; familiarity with cloud security frameworks,
principles, and functions; familiarity with security controls relevant to compliance and
regulatory requirements for cloud environments; and experience migrating data to a cloud
platform. In addition, the participant must have a minimum of five years of experience in
the IT industry and have worked for their current employer for a minimum of three years
while having a comprehensive understanding of cloud and cloud security. Should you
decide to participate in this study, your anonymity would be guaranteed. Please do not
think that you have to participate solely because you obtained this letter. If you do not
wish to participate, I thank you for your time. If you do wish to participate, please contact
me at lrivers23@hotmail.com or (703) 586-8610. Your help will be very much
appreciated.
Sincerely,
Latasha Rivers
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Appendix C: Informed Consent
You are invited to take part in a research study about Strategies for Reducing the
Risk of Data Breach Within the Internet Cloud. The researcher is inviting information
security managers who display the following: (a) experience developing and
implementing security policies, protocols and procedures; (b) familiarity with cloud
security frameworks, principles, and functions; (c) familiarity with security controls
relevant to compliance and regulatory requirements for cloud environments; and (d)
experience migrating data to a cloud platform. Additionally, the participants should have
a minimum of five years of work experience in the IT industry and have worked for their
current employer for a minimum of three years while having a comprehensive
understanding of cloud and cloud security to be in the study. I obtained your
name/contact info via your current boss at the company. This form is part of a process
called “informed consent” to allow you to understand this study before deciding whether
to take part.
This study is being conducted by a researcher named Ms. Latasha Rivers, who is a
current doctoral student at Walden University. You might already know the researcher as
a contract administrator, but this study is separate from that role.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study is to explore strategies that some
information security managers in the aerospace and defense contractor industry use to
protect cloud-based data from security breaches.
Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to:
•
•
•
•
•

Answer all questions as truthful as possible
Choose a comfortable environment to conduct the interview
Take their time in thinking about their responses and if any clarification is needed,
please make sure to stop me at any time to repeat
Be available for at least two hours (for the interview process)
Be available 30 days from the date of contact which will include a face-to-face
interview, transcribing the data collected, and member checking

Here are some sample questions:
• What successful strategies do you use to protect cloud-based data from security
breaches?
• How do you assess the effectiveness of your organization’s strategies for
protecting cloud-based data from security breaches?
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•

What strategies were not successful for protecting cloud-based data from security
breaches?

Researcher’s Role in the Study
For this qualitative multiple case study, I will serve as the primary data collection
instrument. My role in this qualitative multiple case study will be designing the study,
developing interview questions, choosing the participants, collecting the data, organizing
the data, and evaluating the data. As the primary data collector, I will ask open-ended
interview questions.
Statement of Confidentiality
I will not be sharing any information about you to anyone outside of this room. Reports
coming out of this study will not share the identities of individual participants. Details
that might identify participants, such as the location of the study, also will not be shared.
The researcher will not use your personal information for any purpose outside of this
research project. All paper documents collected during the research will be stored in a
locked safe. The data created or collected electronically will be password protected and
stored in a separate file on the computer. All information about you will have a unique
study ID instead of your name. I, the researcher, will know what your study ID is and I
will lock that information up with a lock and combination that will be stored for five
years. It will not be shared with or given to anyone. Data will be kept for a period of at
least 5 years, as required by the university.
Withdrawal from the Study
Your participation in this study is voluntary. It is up to you to decide whether or not to
take part in this study. You are free to accept or turn down the invitation. No one will
treat you differently if you decide not to be in the study. If you decide to be in the study
now, you can still change your mind later and you will be asked to sign this consent form.
You may stop at any time. Please note that the researcher will follow up with all
volunteers to let them know whether or not they were selected for the study. If you do
decide to withdraw from the study before data collection is completed, your data will be
returned to you or destroyed.
Description of Incentives/Compensation
No incentives or compensation will be offered to take part in the research.
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Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:

Being in this study would not pose risk to your safety or wellbeing. There will be no
direct benefit to you, however, your participation might help me find out more about how
to prevent data breaches with the Internet cloud.
Contact Information
You may ask any questions you have now. Or if you have questions later, you may
contact the researcher Ms. Latasha Rivers, via phone at (703) 586-8610 or email
Latasha.rivers@waldenu.edu. If you want to talk privately about your rights as a
participant, you can call the Research Participant Advocate at my university at 612-3121210 or contact the Institutional Review Board at IRB@mail.waldenu.edu. Walden
University’s approval number for this study is 03-05-19-0542898 and it expires on 04
March 2020. The researcher will give you a copy of this form to keep.
Consent
If you feel you understand the study well enough to make a decision about it, please indicate your
consent by signing below.
Printed Name of Participant
Date of consent
Participant’s Signature
Researcher’s Signature

